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(Abstract)
Robots are widely used in domestic and commercial applications. These applications
typically involve robots built for a specific the task, thus leading to efficiency in task
completion. However, with the increase in completion efficiency comes an increase in
the time required for completion of the whole system. Specific tasks create the need for
many different robots, all with differing capabilities, causing an increase in development
cost and time needed.
This raises the issue of whether using an off the shelf system with minor
modifications can accurately perform the same tasks. If so, more time can be spent on
refining the process leading to completion of the task, resulting in less time spent
developing the robot. Consequently, less cost in the life cycle of the system leads to less
cost for the end user, thus allowing robots to be used for more applications.
This thesis explores using a commercially available robot, Acroname Inc.’s Garcia, to
perform mapping and localization tasks. As the robot travels it gathers data about the
environment. This data is processed in Matlab and the result of the algorithm is a map.
In the creation of the map, mathematical morphology is explored as a means to reduce
noise. When the robot has located a corner, Matlab provides the robot with a position
estimate correction. This correction allows the robot to better estimate its location
resulting in a more accurate map. As the results of this thesis illustrate, with very minor
modifications, the robot is capable of accurately performing mapping and localization
tasks. The results demonstrate that an off the shelf system is capable of accurately
performing tasks for which it was not specifically designed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The term robot, most often attributed to Karel Capek, is from a Czech word robota,
meaning tedious labor. Robots have typically lived up to this name, from the first
programmable paint-spraying device created in 1938 to the devices used today in many
manufacturing plants. As a result of their contributions robots have had an increasing
impact on society. They come in all different shapes and sizes, with different purposes,
different “brains,” and different applications. However, they all posses a common
quality: they help make a task easier, less dangerous, and more efficient.
There are two kinds of robots: autonomous and non-autonomous. An autonomous
robot requires no human intervention to complete the task. This does not mean that there
can be no human-robot interaction, but an autonomous robot controls itself and makes
decisions for itself. Non-autonomous robots are usually tethered in some manner,
whether by a physical cable or a remote control device. No truly autonomous robot
exists, because it has to be programmed at some point along the way, but there have been
impressive strides in the learning capabilities of robots. Autonomous and nonautonomous robots are found in many areas of society today, in commercial, domestic,
research, and even military applications.

1.1 Robotic Applications
1.1.1 Commercial Applications
Many manufacturers rely on robotic devices to help create their products. These
robots use their sensors and programming to repeatedly perform tasks, like the welding
robots used in factories. Because the robots complete the desired tasks quickly and
accurately, they are cost effective solutions for many large manufacturing companies.
Many manufacturing applications use fixed, autonomous robots. Other commercial
applications require non-autonomous robots, usually as a manipulator of some sort.
Sorting applications typically use either an autonomous or non-autonomous manipulator.
Autonomous manipulators provide many benefits because they perform tedious tasks
1

easily. However, the question, then, is why non-autonomous manipulators are widely
used. Non-autonomous manipulators have the same benefits of an autonomous
manipulator, such as the aid of sensors and programmed control loops. They combine
this with the strength of a mechanical system and allow the operator to use the
manipulator for various tasks. Additionally, Schilling Robotics makes a non-autonomous
manipulator, the Conan manipulator, a fixed non-autonomous manipulator with the
ability to lift 273 kg.
Heavy industry uses manipulators because of their strength and ability to perform
many different tasks. In addition to standalone manipulators, remotely operated vehicles
(ROV) use manipulators on board the vehicle. Heavy industries rely on ROVs, like the
Schilling Robotics’ Quest ROV, for completing tasks in hazardous areas. Teleoperated
ROVs are able to perform tasks underwater, such as laying pipe, while the operators work
above ground out of harm’s way. Robots create an effective means to complete various
tasks in commercial applications.

1.1.2 Domestic Applications
Robots have infiltrated homes across the globe as toys, such as the Sony Aibo
shown. However, the domestic applications of robotic devices are changing from toys to
providing meaningful services. Many useful robotic devices for domestic applications
are now available. Friendly Robotics’ Robomower, a robotic lawn mower; iRobot’s
Roomba, a robotic vacuum cleaner; and Aquabotics Inc.’s Ultrabot, a robotic pool
cleaner are all robots used for domestic applications. These are examples of how robots
are moving into homes to try to make life easier.
In addition to helping with chores around the house, there are also robots that
provide assistance to the ill or disabled. The Care-o-bot II, created by IPA, is a personal
assistant that provides many services to its owner, just as a human assistant would. The
decrease of prices in technology allow for the increase of mobile robotic devices in
domestic applications.
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Robots are undoubtedly useful in domestic applications. However, they also run into
one of the biggest problems in this area. Most people require, and even like, interaction
with other humans throughout the day. Robots cannot provide the same kind of
interaction; because of their lack of personality and human characteristics they appear
very sterile and cold. Even with their complex circuitry, a robot is still a machine.
Because of this, humans are reluctant to use robots in situations where life is at stake or
where humans are accustomed to other humans providing a service. As a result of this
reluctance, domestic robots perform simple chores and are toys.

1.1.3 Research and Military Applications
Robots are ideal devices for research situations. They can repeatedly perform
tiresome tasks with no complaints. In addition, they gather data, process information,
and perform tasks that the researcher may not be able to perform. One of the largest
areas for using robots for research is exploration. For example, NASA uses a wide
variety of robots for different applications. The Mars rover explores the surface of Mars
looking for geological samples. The robotic arm inside the Space Shuttle corrals
satellites to be fixed. Robonaut will perform maintenance outside of the shuttle. All of
these, and more, provide the research community with the ability to accomplish tasks that
seemed impossible before. In addition to exploring outer space, robots can explore
mines, the ocean, and other areas where it is either hazardous or difficult for humans to
explore.
The military uses robots to aid with security, surveillance, and even combat. The
MDARS robot, an autonomous robot, guards military installations and Department of
Defense warehouses. This leaves military personal available to perform other tasks. In
addition to their use on patrol, the military uses Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), like
the Predator. The UAVs performs surveillance operations in remote locations. The
UAVs are also outfitted with weaponry to conduct strikes when necessary. Using robots
in military and research applications allows for the execution of tasks that aren’t suitable
for humans.
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1.2 The Importance of Mapping
People use maps every day without questioning or realizing it. Whether walking
from one room to the next or going to work or school, almost any movement requires the
use of a map. Humans store a map in their brain and call upon it to navigate their way
through familiar areas. In addition, they use what they know about walls, doors, and
other objects to make logical assumptions in unfamiliar areas. If the confusion becomes
too great, or if there is no prior knowledge available, they use a map created by someone
else who previously mapped out the area. Using a map is an essential part of human
existence.
Just as humans can map where they have been, so can robots. Robots store data
regarding their surroundings in memory and use different techniques to develop maps for
navigation. Robots can also explore, just as humans, and create maps that can be shared
and used by humans and robots alike. In a sense, the robots used in space exploration
perform mapping. They map planets, stars, and other celestial bodies from close range.
Robots explore outer space because they can perform the desired tasks and there is no
chance of losing a human life in the process. For the same reason, robots explore, gain
information about, and map other hazardous areas. The map provided by the robot
provides a tool to achieve desired results with less risk. Thus, robots are prime
candidates for mapping applications in many different areas.

1.3 Purpose and Contributions
This thesis uses the Garcia mobile robot from Acroname, Inc. The focus is on
creating a platform, with the Garcia robot, to perform mapping and localization tasks.
First, the Garcia robot maps its environment and locates itself in this environment. Then,
with this information, it continues to travel and update the map. Matlab processes the
first run of the map with morphological operations to remove noise and provide a starting
point for the robot. The robot uses this map to locate itself and to locate obstacles. The
obstacles are given weights in Matlab and these will increase or decrease depending on
how often the robot encounters the obstacle during its travels. As the localization fixes
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any errors, the obstacles, placed erroneously by the robot, will fade away while the real
obstacles will become stronger. The robot uses the map to locate itself, but the map is
also available for outside sources. A map is developed with little or no a priori
knowledge of the surrounding environment and is developed with a platform that is not
specifically built for this task.
The Garcia robot performing the mapping and localization is a completely off the
shelf system, and no modifications were made for the sole purpose of mapping. The
motivation behind using the Garcia system is to explore the tasks of mapping and
localization and not to deal with building the data-collecting agent. The fact that the
system is unmodified introduces an interesting question: is a commercial robotic system,
left in its original state, suitable for mapping and localization tasks? This question is
explored, as are the benefits and drawbacks associated with the lack of specialized
components.

1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis presents the steps necessary for using a robot to create and update a map.
Chapter two provides a review of the literature concerning robot navigation, localization,
map building, and the tools and inherent problems within each category. Chapter three
provides information about the Garcia robot and its onboard features, in particular the
odometry system. Finally, chapter three ends with a discussion of dead reckoning
problems. It offers a means for correcting these issues based on the University of
Michigan Benchmark test. Chapter four gives background into the concept of
mathematical morphology, and describes these operations in both a Euclidean and binary
sense. Additionally, the chapter provides examples of these operations to give the reader
a better understanding of how they affect an image. Chapter five provides results of
using the Garcia robot to map an area and locate itself within that area. The chapter also
provides an updated map showing how the actual obstacles become easier for the robot to
see. Finally, chapter six provides conclusions and recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Many researchers have explored the challenge of using a mobile robot to map and
navigate an unknown environment. For example; robots use maps to assist patients in
hospitals, explore areas deemed unsafe for humans, perform tasks underwater, perform
tasks in mining applications and secure and protect different locations. Localization is
one of the largest hurdles for autonomous mobile robots to overcome. A robot that can
accurately locate itself in its environment allows the researcher to focus on using the
robot for more sophisticated tasks.

2.1 Localization
Over the years, researchers used many different approaches to solve the problem of
locating an autonomous mobile robot. The localization scheme provides the robot with
an idea of where it is, relative to its world. There are two ways to gain information about
the position of the robot, relative and absolute position estimates. Dead reckoning is the
main technique relying solely on relative positioning. The three main approaches using
absolute positioning include using heading sensors, beacons, and map matching.
Additionally, researchers have explored using extended Kalman filters and developing
feasible poses for localization. Most mobile robots use a combination of relative and
absolute positioning. [11]. Each approach to localization has its benefits and drawbacks
and there is no one correct approach to locating an autonomous mobile robot.

2.1.1 Relative Positioning and Dead Reckoning
The most common starting place for localization is dead reckoning. This is due, in
large part, to the minimal number of components required. For example, using a
differential drive robot, dead reckoning requires only two encoders, one for each wheel.
The encoders provide the distance traveled by each wheel as a series of counts or clicks,
and this is all the information needed. While the clicks are all the information needed
from the robot, the actual distance traveled by each wheel must be calculated. With the
distance traveled by each wheel, both angles and driven distances are calculated. This
calculation is performed with a known formula. The robot’s position is calculated from
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the distance each wheel has traveled and the heading angle. The robot’s position estimate
is obtained by adding the distance and angle information to the previous location
information. The dead reckoning must be updated rapidly to avoid errors in the motion
estimate. Along with the ease of computation and lack of additional hardware required;
dead reckoning has a price.
In addition to encoders, gyroscopes are used to provide the robot with a heading
angle estimate. The most widely used heading sensors are mechanical gyroscopes,
optical gyroscopes, and geomagnetic sensors. These sensors, when used standalone,
offer a more correct heading angle than the angle obtained from dead reckoning.
Additionally, when heading sensor data is fused with dead reckoning, the error in the
heading angle is decreased. However, these sensors have problems.
The drift rate and accuracy of the mechanical gyroscope is directly proportional to its
cost. As the cost of the sensor increases these problems decrease. Drift is also a problem
with optical gyroscopes, but the error is significantly less than that of a mechanical
gyroscope [11]. Optical gyroscopes have another potential problem with the minimum
detectable rotation rate. Whether this becomes a problem depends on the systematic
errors of the robot [11]. Geomagnetic sensors, which are the most widely used of the
heading sensors, encounter problems near power sources or steel. Because of these
problems, using geomagnetic sensors alone for indoor environments is not a viable
option. To account for this Borenstein suggests combining different sensors with the
geomagnetic sensors to provide an option for indoor localization [11]. While heading
sensors do not completely solve the problems with the heading angle of the robot, they
provide more information to the robot and aid in locating the robot without outside
intervention.
As the robot travels the errors in the odometry, the position estimated from the
encoders relative to a known position, will accumulate and corrupt the position estimate.
Two types of errors exist, systematic and non-systematic errors. As outlined in [11], the
systematic errors are unequal wheel diameters, the average of both wheel diameters
differs from the nominal diameter, misalignment of the wheels, uncertainty about the
effective wheelbase, limited encoder resolution, and limited encoder sampling rate. Nonsystematic errors consist of travel over uneven floors, travel over unexpected objects, and
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wheel slippage. Of the two, systematic errors tend to be worse because they accumulate
constantly as the robot is traveling. [11] All of these errors are detrimental to the
localization of a robot. However, corrections exist for some of the errors, and combining
relative positioning with absolute positioning improves the localization results.

2.1.2 Absolute Positioning
Absolute positioning techniques help increase the accuracy of the relative
positioning. Each approach leads to a better representation of the robot’s current
location, but each has different costs. There are many combinations of absolute and
relative positioning techniques, with no one correct combination. Numerous factors
including time, money, computational power, and physical space affect the decision of
which approach is the best option.

2.1.2.1 Sensors for Absolute Positioning
2.1.2.1.1 Beacons
Beacons for localization are available in two forms, active and passive. Active
beacons are systems with a transmitter and receiver. Passive beacons do not require a
transmitter. The global positioning system (GPS) represents an example of an active
beacon. An example of a passive beacon is placing barcodes with location information in
the environment.
Beacons provide a very accurate way of localizing the robot, but require the most
outside assistance. Active systems have the downside of cost, when it comes to having
multiple robots. Additionally, the reliability of active systems cannot be guaranteed
indoors, for example, GPS is not reliable indoors. Passive beacons require existing
knowledge of the environment and a way of getting the information, and the beacon
itself, into the environment. Map matching transforms the idea of having beacons into a
more self-contained form for the robot, requiring less outside intervention.
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2.1.2.1.2 Map Matching
Map matching is similar to placing beacons in the sense that the map provides
information about the environment. The robot will either generate the map as it travels,
for example in an exploratory mode, or it will have the map in memory before taking any
action. If the robot will be provided an a priori map of the environment, the amount of
outside interaction required is increased. If the robot determines the map for itself, it is
crucial minimal errors exist in its position estimate. If large errors are present, the map
will not accurately represent the environment and cause errors with the subsequent
localization. Finally, the process of map matching is computationally intensive which
reduces the ability of the robot to multitask efficiently.

2.1.3 Feasible Poses
The authors of [22] present a localization algorithm that takes the usual approach to
localizing the robot through map matching. In addition to the usual data, their
localization process needs the angle of the sensor and the heading of the robot. Using
this information, they develop what they call feasible poses.
A vector is used to describe the range values of the sensor. Using the heading angle
and sonar angle information, the head of this vector is placed on the map at the point
where it would intersect the map. The tail of the vector then comes into the map and ends
at the position where the robot would be in order for the ranger to see the point on the
map. Performing Minkowski algebra on the map and range vectors creates the feasible
poses. With just three different range values the likelihood of the robot localization itself
correctly is very high. The reader is referred to [22] for a graphical example of feasible
poses.
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2.1.4 Kalman Filters
A Kalman filter used for localization requires two models, a plant model and a
measurement model. The plant model describes how the robot’s position changes with
time, as the result of a control input and a disturbance. The measurement model provides
sensor data in terms of the robot’s position and the geometry of the observed beacon.
The goal of using the Kalman filter is to estimate the location of the robot based on the
estimate of the previous location of the robot, the control input, and the new beacon
observations. [15]
Localization through the use of a Kalman filter can be employed in two ways. The
filter can be used where knowledge of the environment is known a priori, and where that
same knowledge is not known a priori. Leonard and Durrant-White, in [15], use the a
priori knowledge approach and also provide references to systems that do not use a priori
knowledge. Using a Kalman filter for localization can be thought of as a fusion between
the map matching localization scheme and beacons. Thus, this leads to a method
allowing for simultaneous localization and mapping.
The problem of localization has been around as long as mobile robots and still poses
a significant challenge. A fully autonomous mobile robot requires that it can localize
itself to a high degree of accuracy; this must be done with no human intervention. After
determining how autonomous the system will be, the problem boils down to cost,
physical space, and other typical engineering factors. The addition of more sensors and
different localization schemes has increased the reliability and accuracy of localization
past that of just dead reckoning.

2.2 Mapping
After the robot has a localization scheme, it is free to perform other information
gathering tasks, such as mapping. Localization and mapping compliment each other well
and use some of the same strategies to reach their respective ends. There are many
different approaches for the robot to build the map, along with many different sensors to
gather the map data. The programmer of the robot determines the approach, taking into
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account the data available and the processing power of the robot. Different researchers
employ different mapping strategies, but each map typically falls into one of two
categories, topological or geometrical. Path planning provides insight into the difference
between the two categories. The topological map is better suited for global path planning
while geometrical maps are more suited for local path planning. [12]

2.2.1 Sensors for Mapping
Building a map from the environment requires data about the environment. Mobile
robots collect this data in different ways. For mapping, a robot typically uses ultrasonic
sensors or an active/passive vision system. Ultrasonic sensors are more cost efficient and
space effective than their active/passive vision counterparts. As with most experiments,
the more data obtained the better the result. Thus, through sensor fusion the best data
possible is gathered.

2.2.1.1 Sensor Errors
Each type of sensor produces erroneous results. Either the map building process must
account for these errors, or they must be accounted for before the method is employed. It
may seem foolish to remove noise before matching it with the map, but known
constraints on the sensors make it possible, and even advisable at times, to remove data
that appears erroneous. Different mapping techniques place correct data that was
incorrectly discarded, back in the map. For example, if the robot is at position X and
orientation A and data gathered from the sensors fails a preliminary noise test, this data is
then not included in the map. The robot then moves to position Y and orientation B, and,
again, acquires data about the environment. From this position, the same data that failed
the noise test at (X, A) does not fail the preliminary noise test, and thus the map now
includes the data. This is one of many ways to account for sensor errors. The best error
reduction strategy is to ensure that the highest quality sensors are used for the application.
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2.2.2 Occupancy Grid
One popular way to obtain a map is with the occupancy grid method. For this
method, the environment is transformed into a grid made up of cells. As the robot
gathers data it assigns a value to each cell in the grid. The cell’s value is based on the
likelihood of it being occupied. The researcher determines the relationship between a
cell’s value and its occupancy status.
There are two ways for the robot to gather data about the environment. One is to
gather data while the robot is standing still, move to a new location, and then repeat the
collection process. The other method is to gather data the entire time the robot is moving.
An example of taking data at a standstill and updating the grid is given in [17]. The
robot gathers data from the sonar and preprocesses it with a specified threshold to remove
data is most likely erroneous. Additionally, this method uses probability functions based
upon the specifications, positions, and readings from the sensors. The assignment of the
cell value uses the results from interpreting the data with the probability functions.
Stuck, et al, suggest a method of a map building in [12] that creates a histogram grid
map as the robot is in motion. In this map, each cell value is assigned a value from zero
to fourteen, with seven being unknown. The authors developed an algorithm that updates
the occupancy value of a cell using the location of the robot and the occupancy values of
neighboring cells. Thus, both data collection methods provide an effective means to
gather data for the creation of a map.
These two mapping methods are similar in that they both use the fundamental
concept of a grid-based map. [20] provides a comparison of the two methods using the
same robot in the same environment and employing the differing data collection
strategies. The heuristic approach, standing still to gather data, provides a good
representation of the environment. In this approach, the dispersion of the sonar data
caused the erroneous increase of confidence values in some cells. The histogram method
also provided a good representation of the environment. However, this method did not
have problems with the dispersion of the sonar data resulting in a more accurate map.
Both methods make use of the occupancy grid and demonstrate its effectiveness in map
creation.
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2.2.3 Feature-Based
Another significant map generation technique is the feature-based method.
Typically, this method involves the robot building the map from the data by predicting
whether points will stay as points, or represent lines or corners. The map data is typically
separated into groups and then processed to determine exactly what kind of feature is
represented. After the features are identified, the map is updated by matching the
features against the existing map. Feature-based mapping is a general area and different
approaches exist for gathering the data and for processing it to extract the features.
The authors of [18] use the techniques involved with feature-based mapping to create
a map. The robot has sonar arc from which it acquires data about its environment. The
sonar readings were assumed to be from the middle of this sonar arc. The resulting data
is grouped into clusters, by transforming the sonar data into Cartesian coordinates based
on the robot’s coordinates. Additionally, the process uses a specified threshold to
determine the cluster to which different points belong.
The authors make use of recursive line fitting to process the grouped information.
The results of this processing are then matched against the information in the map using
three tests, the orientation test, the colinearity test, and the overlap test.
The orientation test checks to make sure the difference in the orientation angle is less
than a specified threshold. The distance from the midpoint of the new line segment to the
line segment existing in the map must be below a certain threshold; this condition is
checked by the colinearity test. The overlap test consists of a midpoint overlap check and
an endpoint overlap check. The midpoint check tests to see if the projection of the
midpoint of the new line segment intersects the line segment existing in the map. The
midpoint check is performed on every line, and if no matches are found the endpoint
check is initiated. The endpoint check tests if either of the endpoints of the new line
intersects the line existing in the map.
After the three tests, the authors update the line segments using the update algorithm
they developed. This technique for mapping provides a fairly accurate map and is capable
of dealing with data from any type of sensor.
Similarly, [19] uses the feature-based mapping method with clustering. However,
the authors obtain the data from a sonar array using regions of constant depth. Regions
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of constant depth (RCD) are defined as angular regions within which the sonar readings
are almost constant. [19] The authors of [19] extract the features from the environment
using these RCD’s.
The RCD provides accurate information about the direction and distance to the
feature. However, distinguishing different features from the environment such as walls,
corners, and edges poses a problem. The authors chose to differentiate between the
different features using a method of continuous sonar sensing combined with clustering.
The method begins with a sonar scan to gather data. Data processing then extracts
the RCD’s from the data. The robot then stores the result in coordinates of identified
features. The coordinates of the feature are determined by the direction of the RCD, the
distance to the center of the RCD, and the robot’s coordinates. This process of gathering
data and storing coordinates is repeated as the robot travels through the environment.
After a preset number of observations are made, the data is clustered and
characterized and stored in what the authors call a scene. Each cluster consists of the
observations of a feature, and the distance between two clusters is the shortest distance
between an element from one cluster and an element from the other. The clustering
process starts by forming a cluster containing the coordinates of an observed feature.
Next, the nearest cluster pairs are located and the distance between them is obtained. If
this distance is below a specified threshold, the cluster pairs are joined together.
Otherwise the clustering process stops.
Characterization determines what kind of feature each cluster represents. There are
three types of clusters, point, wall, and unknown. Point type clusters have almost the
same coordinates, and are typically representative of an edge or a corner. Wall type
clusters have coordinates that move as the robot moves. Unknown clusters consist of
data that does not fit into either of the other two categories.
With a characterization of each cluster the features of the scene are now available.
Therefore, as the robot travels it accumulates scenes and thus builds a map. Not only
does this provide a map, but also it allows the robot to localize itself by performing scene
matching. The authors effectively used a feature-based mapping technique to both map
the environment and locate the robot in it.
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In [16], on the other hand, the robot locates itself using Kalman filters and
distinguishes features using feature filters. A different filter is available for corners and
edges and lines. The map is constructed with three processes: end-pointing, target
prediction, and target filtering. End-pointing provides start and end points for line
features in the map. The target prediction predicts which features should be in the map
through the use of ray tracing to find which targets are visible. The target filtering
calculates the type of feature and then updates the feature’s position. If a feature does not
match with one currently in the map, it is added to the map as a new feature. The authors
use a modified feature-based mapping technique to simultaneously localize the robot and
build a map.

2.3 Fusion of Mapping Methods
While each of the aforementioned mapping methods has their own identities, more
accurate results can come from combining two or more of the strategies. In fact, they all
have similarities but employ them in different ways. Because of this, one can take
different strengths from the methods and create a stronger method for map creation.
Feature-based and grid-based mapping methods are the two most common approaches to
mapping. Typically only one approach to map creation is implemented by the robot.
However, Barshan and Baskent combined the feature-based method with the occupancy
grid approach to create another map building technique in [21].
This map building method uses sonar to gather the data and then, instead of matching
the data to a known feature or applying a value to the cell, the data is processed with
morphological filters. The morphological filters process the image of the map and are
capable of removing noise while leaving the basic image intact. The authors find that this
filtering, combined with a least mean squares curve-fitting algorithm, allows the map to
accurately represent any curve that may occur in the environment, not just planes, edges
and corners. Morphological filters operate by focusing on a pixel and then using
information provided by its neighboring pixels. The information in neighboring pixels is
used to determine whether the pixel in question should represent part of an object. This
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is similar to how some occupancy grid techniques work. Thus, this technique can be
considered a fusion of feature-based and grid-based mapping techniques.
The authors’ method is a straightforward manner of processing the sonar data and
creating an accurate representation of the environment. The robot creates the map based
on localization and uses the map to locate itself in its further travels. The ultimate goal
for the robot is path planning based upon the map.

2.4 Problems in Mapping
Many problems arise when using ultrasonic sensors for mobile robotic localization
and mapping. These are errors caused by the motion of the robot, errors that are a result
of the sensors, or even errors in the way the data is processed. Even though all of these
errors may occur in the same experiment, they are correctable to some degree. With
these errors corrected, the accuracy of the mapping and localization is improved.
The most common problem with mapping and localization is a paradox. As pointed
out in [23], in order for the robot to locate itself it needs a map, but in order for it to build
an accurate map it needs to know where it is. However, the paradox quickly fades with a
dynamic mapping strategy. The robot begins to create the map using its initial
localization information. Once generation of a local representation of the map begins, the
robot locates itself based upon this new information. Errors associated with the motion
of the robot cause the quality of the map to degrade. [24] A dynamic mapping strategy
corrects these errors through fusion of the information from localization and mapping.
Each element, mapping and localization, corrects the errors in one another by using
previous information and a confidence metric.
There are also problems associated with the ultrasonic sensors. Beckerman, in [25],
identifies the systematic errors associated with wide-angle sonar. He describes these
errors as errors dealing with the processing of the sonar data and errors stemming from
the properties of the surfaces in the environment, i.e. geometry and smoothness.
Elfes points out, in [17], that sonar beams can have multiple reflections, which are
similar to the multiple echoes, described by Bozma in [26]. The mapping process must
account for these multiple reflections, or echoes, because they lead to false readings.
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Elfes also points out, in [17], that the confidence in a reading must take into account the
width of the sensor beam. Errors associated with the sensors are errors that can be
corrected, or at least accounted for and modified, to produce a result that is far better than
the original.
Processing the data obtained from the sensors is the key part of building the map.
Maps created can diverge from the actual representation of the environment because of
errors caused by the processing incorrectly identifying a sensor reading with a feature
[23]. Cahut presents another problem with processing, in [18], which is that certain
mapping tasks may require large amounts of computational resources. The processing
stage of mapping is where the speed and efficiency of the algorithms becomes
paramount. Additionally, the techniques and methods used to process the data will affect
the quality of the map. Creating an algorithm that is not only efficient but also highly
accurate will lead to a map that can be used with confidence.
Navigating a mobile robot becomes a simpler task through the use of an accurate
map. Path planning algorithms use the information in the map to devise the best way to
get from the start to the goal. Identifying the features that exist in the environment allows
the robot to avoid obstacles as it drives. Additionally, with the features of the
environment known, the robot can use a search algorithm, such as A*, potential fields, or
Dijkstra’s algorithm to determine the best path [24]. Obstacle avoidance is crucial to any
robotic mission and with the map the robot can spend less time looking for obstacles to
avoid and more time working toward its goal.
However, knowing the features doesn’t just allow for a representation of the world
around the robot, but it also allows the robot to locate itself. With this information, the
robot will not drive around aimlessly but, rather, it will be cognate, or at least have some
idea of what exists around it. Of all the benefits a map provides the robot, the greatest
benefit is that the robot will effectively reach a specific location repeatedly. The first
goal in many tasks involves “getting there” and just as it is for humans, the process of
finding the way is much easier given a map.
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Chapter 3

The Garcia Robot and Position Estimation

Numerous mobile robots available for purchase are suitable for mapping the
environment. The Garcia mobile robot, from Acroname, Inc., was the vehicle chosen to
perform the experiments outlined in this thesis. The Garcia robot is a good candidate for
the task of mapping an indoor environment. The robot is small enough that it can travel
to many locations in an indoor environment, and it has the sensing capabilities and
processing power to create, generate, and use a map that is developed internally. This
chapter discusses the specifications of the Garcia robot, the technique used to gather
position data, and the use and results of the UMBMark test.

3.1 The Garcia Robot
3.1.1 Specifications of the Robot
The Garcia mobile robot uses two Acroname Inc. BrainStem boards, a Brainstem
Moto 1.0 and a BrainStem GP 2.0, each with 32K of EEPROM. These are available
standalone, but for the Garcia robot both boards are integrated into a custom designed
board. The Moto board is in control of the motors and the sensor inputs, while the GP
board handles the serial interface. The features of each of the modules are given in table
2-1. Two Maxon A-Max motors make up the drive system of the Garcia robot. These
motors each have a 16 cpr quadrature encoder and a 19:1 planetary gearbox. However,
because of the weight of the robot, it is necessary to provide a gear reduction on the
motors. Therefore, there is an extra 3:1 gear reduction between each motor and the
wheel. a 6-cell 7.2V 3000 mAH NiMH battery pack powers the Garcia robot. The
Garcia robot is equipped with 6 Sharp GP2D12 IR range finders on board and sensors on
the bottom of the robot for ledge sensing. Two of the rangers are looking forward, shown
in Figure 3-2, two are looking out to the sides, shown in Figure 3-3, and two are looking
behind the robot, shown in Figure 3-4. From the specifications, the rangers can detect
objects in the range of 10 to 80 centimeters. Through testing, the sensors could detect
obstacles in the range of approximately 12 to 42 cm. The range values from the side
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sensors are the distances from the obstacle to the center axis of the robot. However, the
readings from the front sensors are the distances from the obstacle to the midpoint of the
robot. The offset between the midpoint and the side sensors is 8.89 cm. Because the
position of the robot is in terms of the midpoint, the offset is used to ensure that all data is
relative to the midpoint. The reader is referred to the Acroname website for a picture of
all of the internal components of the Garcia robot. The Garcia robot also has 4 free I2C
connections, an extra serial port, and 4 servo outputs.

Figure 3-1 A front view of the Garcia Robot, with the front sensors.

Figure 3-2 A side view of the Garcia Robot, with the side sensors.
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Figure 3-3 A rear view of the Garcia Robot, with the rear sensors.

Table 3-1 Features of the two BrainStem modules used. [28]

BrainStem GP 2.0
Onboard 1 Amp, 5V power regulation
(low dropout)
40 MHz RISC processor
4 servo outputs with 8-bit resolution,
variable range, and speed control
5 10-bit resolution A/D inputs
5 digital I/O pins with polling and timing
functions
4 pins can be used for logic event timing
1MB IIC port
RS-232 TTL serial port
Sharp GP2D02 driver
544 bytes of RAM available to user
2.5" square, 0.5" high

BrainStem Moto 1.0
Onboard 1 Amp, 5V power regulation
(low dropout)
40 MHz RISC processor
2 motion control channels with variable
PWM frequencies from 2.5KHz – 5MHz
1 dedicated 10-bit A/D input
1 dedicated digital I/O line (11 possible)
1MB IIC port
RS-232 TTL serial port
368 bytes of RAM available
2.5” square, 0.5” high

3.1.2 Programming the Robot
For the programming structure of the Garcia robot, the reader is referred to the
Acroname website for a flowchart of the structure. The Garcia API runs on the host
computer, which can either be on-board the robot, like a Compaq IPAQ attached to the
robot, or in a fixed remote location, such as a desktop computer. The API handles the
sequence of tasks for the robot as specified by the programmer. The host system is
linked to the robot through a serial connection, either wired or wireless. Through this
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link, the commands are sent to the appropriate board, GP 2.0 or Moto 1.0, and the robot
executes the tasks. With this system in place, the programmer is able to develop
applications for Garcia.
The Garcia robot platform allows for development in C++, Java, and XML. For this
thesis, the robot is programmed in C++. The programming structure is based on a system
of objects and primitives. The objects are available for requesting and setting system
parameters and receiving information on a behavior. The primitives are in control of the
actual behaviors of the robot. The primitives are very simple tasks, which, once
combined, create more complex tasks. Using a combination of the primitives and
objects, the programmer creates a system that is capable of performing fairly complex
tasks while gathering data along the way.
In addition to the commands available for the programmer, there are also built in
features that relieve the programmer of building in a system to oversee the robot. This
built in feature is called the monitor. It runs concurrently with the program and makes
certain there are no reasons the primitive cannot execute. Reasons for halting execution
include: obstacles too close to the front or rear rangers, a detection of a ledge, a stall on a
motor or the reception of an IR command. The monitor is a configurable tool. As
mentioned, the monitor controls how close the robot gets to an obstacle based on a
threshold. The value of this threshold either takes the default value or a value specified
by the user. The monitor allows the programmer to focus on programming the tasks for
the robot.

3.2 Position Estimation
3.2.1 Odometry
Most robotic applications that require an internal knowledge of where the robot is
gather this knowledge with odometry, or dead reckoning. The odometry can be
computed easily from data obtained from encoders on the robot wheels. For increased
precision of the odometry, it is necessary to use very thin, sharp edged encoder wheels.
Odometry provides a system to calculate the position of the robot that is easily, and
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cheaply, implemented. However, it is not without its disadvantages. The largest
disadvantage is the accumulation of errors. It is possible for the errors to become so great
that the estimate of the position is significantly incorrect after as little as 10 meters of
travel. [27] These errors are errors in the orientation of the robot, which then lead to
position errors. The problem will continue to compound itself as the robot continues to
move. Because the Garcia robot is equipped with high quality motors with quadrature
encoders, dead reckoning was used as the means for the initial localization of the robot.
The drive train of the Garcia robot produces 3648 encoder pulses per wheel revolution.
This results in a relatively high degree of accuracy in determining distances and angles.
The Garcia robot is a differential drive system and, as such, the odometry equations
are fairly simple. The conversion from encoder pulses to distance is
c = πDn / nCe

(3.1)

with c being a conversion factor that changes the encoder ticks to distance, Dn is the
nominal wheel diameter, Ce is the encoder resolution , and n is the gear reduction. [11]
For Garcia, equation 3.1 is performed at a very low level and combined with
equation 3.2 to calculate the distance for each wheel. In the lower level software of the
Garcia robot, the programmer cannot modify these equations. However, the programmer
can use the distance given to calculate position and angle using the results of equation
3.2. The equation for calculating the distance traveled by each wheel is,

∆U l / r ,i = cN l / r ,i

(3.2)

where U is the distance traveled by the wheel, c is the conversion factor solved for in
equation 3.1, and N is the pulse increment of the wheel. [11]
The distance traveled by each wheel and the length of the wheelbase are crucial
pieces needed to calculate the midpoint of the robot, the angle the robot turned and the
heading angle of the robot. The wheelbase used to calculate the angle is the distance
between where the two wheels are in contact with the floor. The calculation of the
incremental change of the midpoint is,
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∆U i = (∆U r + ∆U l ) / 2

(3.3)

The calculation of incremental change of the angle turned is,

∆Θ i = (∆U r − ∆U l ) / b

(3.4)

where b is the wheelbase of the robot in the same units as the distance. For this thesis,
the units are meters. The calculation of the heading angle is given as,

Θ i = Θ i −1 + ∆Θ i

(3.5)

With the information from equations 3.3 and 3.5, it is now possible to calculate the
position of the midpoint of the robot using simple trigonometric functions. The relative
position of the midpoint, in a Cartesian coordinate system, is given as

xi = xi −1 + ∆U i cos Θ i
y i = y i −1 + ∆U i sin Θ

(3.6)
(3.7)

Because the relative position of the midpoint of the robot is based upon incremental
values, it is paramount that the odometry data be processed as fast as possible to ensure
that the correct path of the robot is estimated.

3.2.2 Heading Angle
Because the Garcia robot does not have a heading sensor, an assumption was made
which provided a heading correction for the robot. This assumption was that all of the
walls of the square are lined up on the axes of a Cartesian coordinate system. When the
robot identified it was in a corner, it would line up with the wall in front of it using its
sensors. Once aligned, the robot changed the heading angle to the closest division of π/4.
While this assumption is only valid for this particular experiment, it allows the robot to
correct the heading angle, which greatly increases the accuracy of the robot’s position
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estimate. To reduce the reliance on such a strict assumption, the robot could use another
method to determine the heading angle. Using the information in the map, Matlab could
fit a line to the data that matches with the wall in front of the robot. This line, in
conjunction with the current heading angle, would provide an updated angle. Both of
these solutions provide an estimate of the heading angle without the use of a heading
sensor.

3.2.3 Encoder Errors
Because the encoders are not always exact, errors arise in the data the robot uses for
dead reckoning. The most common error for the Garcia robot is the encoder returning a
value of zero when the wheel has actually gone a distance. This error is accounted for in
the C++ code when calculating of the odometry. A pivot is executed by one wheel
traveling a positive distance while the other travels a negative distance, thus making it
easy to distinguish between pivoting and moving straight. Using this information, when
the encoder returns a value of zero, the zero is either replaced with the value from the
other wheel, when going straight, or with the negative of the value of the other wheel,
when pivoting. The compensation is summarized in table 3-2. With this error
compensated, the system is able to provide a representation of the path traveled by the
robot.

Table 3-2 The correction applied for incorrect distance values.
Motion Right distance Left distance
Fix
Drive
>0 or <0
0
Left distance = Right Distance
Drive
0
>0 or <0
Right distance = Left Distance
Left distance = -(Right
Turn
>0 or <0
0
Distance)
Right distance = -(Left
Turn
0
>0 or <0
Distance)

3.2.4 Other Odometry Errors
Errors from the encoders are not the only errors that are inherent to the odometry
system. As the distance the robot travels increases, there is an accumulation of errors in
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the dead reckoning system. These errors are summarized in table 3-3. Non-systematic
errors are mostly one-time errors that create a problem with the dead reckoning; as such
they do not have a constant effect on the robot. Because systematic errors accumulate
while the robot is traveling, there is a greater need to minimize the systematic errors than
the non-systematic errors. A test for calibrating the robot to minimize the systematic
errors was developed at the University of Michigan and was used to calibrate the Garcia
robot.

Table 3-3 Errors in the dead reckoning system.

Systematic Errors
Unequal wheel diameters
The average of both wheel diameters
differs from the nominal
Misalignment of the wheels
Uncertainty about the wheelbase
Limited encoder resolution
Limited encoder sampling rate

Non-Systematic Errors
Travel over uneven surfaces
Travel over unexpected objects
Wheel slippage

As stated in [27], the most notorious systematic errors are the unequal wheel
diameters and the uncertainty of actual wheelbase. Because these are the worst errors
they will be treated first. The Garcia robot, like most mobile robots, has wheels that are
made out of rubber and made to a specific tolerance. While within the tolerance, the
actual diameter of both wheels may not be exactly the same. In [27], the error of the
wheel diameters is given as,

Ed = Dr / Dl

(3.8)

where Dr and Dl represent the actual wheel diameters. The uncertainty about the
wheelbase stems from the fact that the wheels do not actually contact the surface at one
single point, but rather they contact in an area. This error can be on the order of 1% for
some commercial robots. [27] The error of the wheelbase is given as,

Eb = bactual / bno min al
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(3.9)

where b is the wheelbase of the robot. It is pointed out, in [27], that the error on the
wheelbase only has an effect on the motion of the robot when the robot is turning, while
the error of the wheel diameters only has an effect when the robot is traveling in a
straight line.
The robot can run through a square path test to find and correct the errors. This test
is based on the robot traveling around a square in one direction. The error in the angle
the robot is turning is calculated and then compensated in the equations for the odometry.
The robot will now compensate for the error in its angle and complete the square
satisfactorily. However, [27] points out a problem with this benchmarking test. If there
are three possible errors: unequal wheel diameters, an uncertain wheelbase, and a turn
that is either above or below the desired value, fixing only one will lead to very large
errors.

3.3 UMBMark Test
To more accurately benchmark the system, a bi-directional square path is used. This
is known as the University of Michigan Benchmark (UMBMark). For this test, the robot
is run around a square, as large as possible, 5 times in both the clockwise and
counterclockwise directions. After the robot has completed the square the final position
is found relative to the starting position. This final position is checked against what the
odometry of the robot has found to find an error value. Using this information, correction
factors are calculated to compensate for the errors.
In [27], there are two types of errors in the square test that are significant, type A
errors and type B errors. Type A errors cause a change in the rotation, increase or
decrease, for both directions clockwise and counterclockwise. Type B errors are errors
that cause a change in the rotation, increase or decrease, for one direction and cause the
opposite change of the rotation for the opposite direction. Type A errors are shown in
Figure 3-6 and type B are shown in Figure 3-7. These errors call for different equations
to calculate the odometry based upon whether the robot is traveling clockwise or
counterclockwise, and what type of error was encountered. From these equations, a
center of gravity for both x and y, in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions, are
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calculated. With these centers of gravity, the compensation factors are calculated. For a
more extensive treatment of the equations and the mathematics, the reader is referred to
[27] for a more in-depth discussion of the UMBmark test.

Figure 3-4 Type A errors. [31]
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Figure 3-5 Type B errors. [31]

Using the UMBmark test the correction factors for the robot were calculated. The
test was modified slightly, in that the square was not 4m x 4m but rather 1.5m x 1.5m and
the tests were run 4 times in each direction. Figures 3-8 through 3-11 show the estimated
path as determined by the odometry for driving through the square counterclockwise and
Figures 3-12 through 3-15 show the estimated path as determined by the odometry for
driving through the square clockwise. The results of the four runs in each direction of the
square are summarized in table 3-3.
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Figure 3-6 Odometry estimate of the position for the UMBmark test, CCW run 1.

Figure 3-7 Odometry estimate of the position for the UMBmark test, CCW run 2.
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Figure 3-8 Odometry estimate of the position for the UMBmark test, CCW run 3.

Figure 3-9 Odometry estimate of the position for the UMBmark test, CCW run 4.
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Figure 3-10 Odometry estimate of the position for the UMBmark test, CW run 1.

Figure 3-11 Odometry estimate of the position for the UMBmark test, CW run 2.
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Figure 3-12 Odometry estimate of the position for the UMBmark test, CW run 3.

Figure 3-13 Odometry estimate of the position for the UMBmark test, CW run 4.
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Clearly, given four runs in either direction, the robot does not always estimate the
same path traveled. Using the data given in table 3-4, the following equations were used
to arrive at the correction factors for both the conversion factor from encoder ticks to
distance and for the wheelbase. The equations that follow are based on derivations
provided in [27].
To obtain the correction factors, first the amount of error in the rotation, noted as α,
is calculated in equation 3.10.

α=

x c. g .cw + xc. g .ccw 180 o
− 4L
π

(3.10)

where, xc.g cw represents the center of gravity of the errors between the actual and
odometry calculated x coordinate for the clockwise runs, xc.g ccw is the center of gravity
of the errors between the actual and odometry calculated x coordinate for the
counterclockwise run, and L is the length of each leg of the square. Then the amount of
error caused by a curved motion as a result of unequal wheel diameters, noted as β, is
calculated in equation 3.11.

x c. g .cw − xc. g .ccw 180 o
− 4L
π
Next, the radius, R, of the curved path is solved for in equation 3.12.

β=

R=

L/2
sin β / 2

(3.11)

(3.12)

Using this radius and the value of the wheelbase, equation 3.13 solves for the ratio
between the wheel diameters.
Ed =

DR R + b / 2
=
DL R − b / 2
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(3.13)

where b is the wheelbase of the robot in the same units as the radius. To compute the
wheelbase error, equation 3.14 is used, because the wheelbase, b, is direction
proportional to the turn error.
bactual
b
= nominal
o
90
90 o − α

(3.14)

Thus, equation 3.14 is manipulated and, remembering equation 3.9, we arrive at the
wheelbase error in equation 3.15.
90 o
Eb = o
90 − α

(3.15)

The values of Ed and Eb are used in calculating the correction factors. The correction
factors for the left and right wheels are given in equations 3.16 and 3.17, respectively.
The calculation of the correction factor for the wheelbase is given by equation 3.19.

Cl =

Cr =

bactual

2
Ed + 1
2
1
+1
Ed
= Eb * bnominal

(3.16)

(3.17)
(3.18)

Because the calculations of distances and angles are not modifiable in Garcia, the
corrections are added to the odometry equations in the higher level code. This is
obviously not the best method for implementing the corrections, but it is the only
currently available. The end positions for both directions without the correction factors
are shown in Figure 3-16.
Using the results from the UMBmark test, the wheelbase value was changed from
180mm to 182.5mm, the correction factor for the right wheel is 0.9997 and the correction
factor for the left wheel is 1.003. The use of the corrected odometry system allows the
robot to have a better estimate of where it is in relation to its previous location. With the
Garcia robot, the most noticeable errors arise from the orientation of the robot. The two
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main ways to ensure the correct orientation of the robot is either through a heading sensor
or through map matching. Because the robot is not equipped with any type of heading
sensor, the robot’s odometry and sensor readings are used to estimate the heading angle.
The orientation errors must be accounted for, because the angle plays a large role in
determining the position of the robot. However, without a heading sensor assuring the
correct, or a good estimate of, the heading angle it is a difficult task.

Table 3-4 Summary of the results from the UMBmark runs, values in meters.
Run
1
2
3
4

x
y
x
y
x
y
x
y

Actual CW
0.2757
-0.3667
0.2614
-0.3577
0.282
-0.3766
0.2873
-0.3794

Estimated CW Actual CCW Estimated CCW
0.0126
0.2641
0.037
-0.0383
0.409
-0.0202
0.0026
0.2556
0.0415
-0.0072
0.3895
0.043
0.0383
0.2662
0.0162
0.0041
0.4154
0.0135
0.0188
0.2461
0.0129
0.0105
0.3725
-0.008
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Figure 3-14 Results of the UMBmark test and the centers of gravity.
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Chapter 4

Mathematical Morphology

Morphology, in a general sense, is the study of the structure and form of an object.
In terms of image processing, it is trying to analyze the structure that lies within an
image. Typically, morphological image processing deals with two images, the original
image and a structuring element. The structuring element is small in relation to the
original image and is used in a masking manner. To understand the concept, imagine the
original image is a drawing on a table. The structuring element is a stencil that is placed
over the image. The structuring element passes over the entire image and where the
entire structuring element is contained in the image is marked. This leads to information
about the image, dependent on the structuring element used. As noted in [29],
morphological operations preserve the basic properties of objects while removing
irrelevant features. This fact is useful when the filters are used to remove extraneous
noise, or in this case sensor readings of objects that aren’t there. This chapter will
provide the necessary foundation for understanding mathematical morphology and how it
relates to the mapping process. A complete resource on the subject is [30] and is the
main reference for the information provided in this chapter.

4.1 Minkowski Algebra
Morphology relies on the set theory operations of union and intersection and also on
the translation operation. This leads to the concept of the Minkowski sum, defined as
A⊕ B =

UA+b

(4.1)

b∈B

The Minkowski sum is taking the elements in set A and translating them by the elements
in set B and taking the resulting union. An example, as given in [30], is let A be a unit
disk centered at (2,2) and let B = {(4,1), (5,1), (5,2)}. Then A⊕B is the union of the sets
A + (4,1), A + (5,1), A + (5,2). A graphical representation of this example is given in
Figure 4-1. The Minkowski addition is one of the two basic morphological
transformations; the other is the Minkowski subtraction.
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The Minkowski subtraction is defined as,
AΘB =

IA+b

(4.2)

b∈B

The Minkowski subtraction is similar to the Minkowski addition. The elements in set A
are again translated by the elements in set B. However, for the subtraction uses the
intersection of the result. An example of the Minkowski subtraction, as given in [30], is
to consider A a 3 by 2 rectangle and B = {(4,0), (5,1)}. Then AΘB is the intersection of
the translates A + (4,0) and A + (5,1). A graphical representation of this example is
given in Figure 4-2

Figure 4-1 An example of Minkowski addition [30]
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Figure 4-2 An example of Minkowski subtraction [30]

4.2 Morphological Operations
The Minkowski addition and subtraction are the fundamental operators of
morphological processing. In fact, they comprise two of the operations in and of
themselves. The Minkowski addition is a dilation operation, and the Minkowski
subtraction is an erosion operation. These operations form the basis for the other
operations: open, close, and thin. Processing the sensor data makes use of these
operations. To understand the morphological operations, it is easier to think of them first
in a Euclidean sense and then parallel the idea to the digital sense. Because the sensor
readings are based upon a binary value, the sensor detected something or it did not,
binary morphology is easily applied to map data.

4.2.1 Euclidean Representation
The Minkowski addition is a dilation operation and an example of the addition is
given. When dealing with an image and a structuring element, the dilation acts as a way
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to expand the image. Because addition and subtraction are opposites, it makes sense that
if the Minkowski addition is a dilation, expansion, that the Minkowski subtraction would
be erosion, shrinking. The erosion and dilation operations provide the basis of the open
and close operations.
For graphical examples of the operations, the reader is referred to [30]. Opening an
image is defined as eroding the image by the structuring element and dilating the result
by the same structuring element. Closing an image is defined as dilating the image by the
structuring element and eroding the result by the same structuring element.
The opening and closing operations do not seem to be significant from the examples
provided. However, when filtering is needed for an image, the opening and closing can
be very powerful tools. Take for example, a rectangle with noise scattered throughout.
The result of the rectangle and noise, after an open operation has been performed with the
circular structuring element D is a cleaner rectangle with rounded corners. Much of the
noise will be removed from the outside of the rectangle. If a close operation is then
performed on the resulting image with the same structuring element, the final image will
be much cleaner with all noise smaller than the structuring element eliminated. If the
processing uses a larger structuring element it will eliminate larger noise elements.
However, with the larger structuring element comes the risk of distorting the rectangle.
Thus, when used to filter, the structuring element must be chosen with care so that noise
is removed but the original image is left fairly intact. The reader is referred to [30] for a
graphical example of filtering using morphology.

4.2.2 Binary Representation
The morphological operations shown in the Euclidean representation are parallel to
the binary representation. For the purpose of this thesis, a set of values corresponding to
the coordinates of the point represents the image. Another set of values represents the
second image, the structuring element. The results morphological operations have on
binary images are similar to those in the Euclidean sense, but the method of obtaining the
results is different.
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The idea of the structuring element as a stencil over the image works best in the
binary sense. Take, for example, a structuring element that is a 3x3 square image
consisting of all 1’s. For the dilate operation, the stencil is overlaid on the image with the
center pixel of the structuring element over the pixel of interest. The operation being
performed checks the pixel values under the stencil, less the center pixel. For examples
of binary morphology, different morphological operations will operate on Figure 4-8,
which is 576 by 416 pixels in size, to show how they function. In this case the value of
white is 1 and the value of black is 0. For the dilation operation, if any of the pixels
under the stencil are a 1, all of the pixels under the stencil are changed to 1, including the
center pixel. The result of the dilate operation on the original figure is shown in Figure 49. It is clear that the white area has increased and the lettering and other black areas have
decreased. If the operation was erode, the stencil would be overlaid, and this time if any
of the pixels under the stencil are 0, all of the values will be changed to 0. However, if
all of the pixels are 1, the value of the center pixel will be changed to 1. The result of the
erode operation on the original figure is shown in Figure 4-10. The opposite of the dilate
operation has occurred and the black areas have increased and the white areas have
decreased. A thin operation is very similar to the erode operation, and, in fact, the erode
operation can be viewed as a thin. In the thin operation the number of matches to turn, or
keep, the center pixel as a 1 can be set. If the desired number of matches occurs, the
center pixel value is set to 1. Thus, the erode operation, in the case of a 3x3 square
structuring element, is a thin with the number of matches set to eight. The close and open
operations follow the same order of erode and dilate as in the Euclidean sense. The
results of the close and open are shown in Figures 4-11 and 4-12 respectively.
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Figure 4-3 Image to be processed by binary morphology.

Figure 4-4 Result of a dilate operation on Figure 4-8
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Figure 4-5 Result of an erode operation on Figure 4-8

Figure 4-6 Result of a close operation on Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-7 Result of a open operation on Figure 4-8.

4.3 Mathematical Morphology and Mapping
The task of creating a map from a mobile robot consists of two main areas. The first
is obtaining the sensor readings from the environment and the second is processing the
sensor readings to create a map. Obtaining the readings from the sensors is a fairly
simple task, given that Garcia is well equipped to provide the data from its sensors.
Processing the data from the sensors is broken down further into two areas. First, the
data from the sensors is fused with the odometry to provide an estimate of the map as
seen by the robot. Once an estimated map is available, different techniques can be used
in order to process the map further. For localization, it is imperative that the robot has an
accurate representation of its surroundings. That is to say, the map should not have large
holes. For example, the robot cannot know it is in a corner if there is not enough corner
data specified on the map. As outlined in chapter 1, there are various ways of processing
the map data. What appeared the most interesting, and least pursued, was processing the
data as in [21].
The morphological operations outlined above are for various tasks, which are
especially useful in the initial creation of a map. The filtering features of the operations
are used to remove noise, or other operations can be used to fill small gaps which are may
be an area where the sensor should have detected an obstacle but didn’t. Thus, the
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morphological operations are used to help “clean up” the map and allow for localization
and then subsequent map updating. Because the operations change the value of pixels
based on the pixels nearby, it makes the most sense to use the operations on the map only
once, after the first run. After more runs and map updating, the accuracy of the map is
degraded by morphological operations. This is a result of how the operations change
pixels based on the value of their neighboring pixels. If the confidence values are taken
into account as pixel values then grayscale morphology could be used to filter the map as
the updates occur. However, because the pixel values are currently binary it is best to use
the morphological operations to help obtain the first cut map, which provides a solid
basis for the subsequent robot tasks.
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1 Goals and Tasks
The goal set out was for the robot to obtain a map of a four-foot square and then,
using the data it gathered locate itself inside of the square and update the map. To
accomplish this goal, the main task was divided into two tasks. One tasks was to revise
the robot’s position based on its current position estimate and the data currently in its
current map. The other task was updating the map, to add or remove features, based
upon what the robot encountered. This update occurred each time after the robot had
completely traveled around the square. It should be noted that the results are from the
robot traveling the square in a counterclockwise direction. If the robot traveled the
square in a clockwise direction all mentions of clockwise and counterclockwise would be
interchanged.
As stated previously, one of the largest problems with dead reckoning is the fact that
errors occur in the localization; these errors accumulate rapidly. The Garcia robot is not
equipped with any heading sensor and thus, it is susceptible to large localization errors
because it has no way of internally correcting any heading error. As mentioned earlier, a
heading angle assumption was made and the representation of the angles of the walls is
shown in Figure 5.1.
In addition to locating itself, the robot also had the task of updating the map as it
traveled. The robot located itself based on the original map and improved the map with
the new data it gathered. Each data point in the map is assigned a confidence level based
on the certainty that the point exists in the location. The data in the first map the robot
uses is given a high confidence level to make updating the map possible. When the robot
completes each run around the square, it provides Matlab with a new estimate of the map.
Matlab takes the data in the map it currently has and the data from the new map as two
sets and then finds the intersection of the two sets. The elements of the intersection have
their confidence level increased. Elements not in the intersection have their confidence
value decreased if they are an element of the current map; otherwise they are assigned a
mid-range confidence level.
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The purpose of using the confidence level is to eventually arrive at the most correct
map. The algorithm in Matlab uses the confidence level when calculating the position
update of the robot. As the value of the confidence level increases, the affect that
particular point has in determining the robot’s location increases. Clearly, using map
data with higher accuracy will provide a more accurate position estimate. Thus, with a
more precise position the accuracy of the subsequent maps will increase and this pattern
will continue.

Figure 5-1 Assumption that the walls are aligned with the axis angle.

5.2 Programming
In order to achieve the goals of this thesis, the robot was programmed to track its
position and gather data relative to its position. Two software packages allowed the robot
to complete the desired tasks. Metrowerks Codewarrior IDE was used for the C++ code.
The Garcia robot’s actions are directly controlled by C++. In addition to controlling the
robot, C++ code was used to obtain the position estimate and gather the information
about the robot’s environment. Matlab processed the data and provided position
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estimates to the robot. While not the most efficient system, it worked well and allowed
the robot to complete the tasks as desired.

5.2.1 C++
There are a few programming language options available for controlling the Garcia
robot. The choice of programming language for this thesis is C++. The software
provides primitives for the robot that allow for basic actions, such as moving and
pivoting. To keep the dead reckoning simple, so as to reduce errors, the robot performs
only two actions, move and pivot. This results in a very linear approach to movement
and will not catch certain aspects of a room as efficiently as a robot performing a wall
hug. The wall hug primitive provided in the robot’s library uses damped velocity to keep
the robot the required distance from the wall. However, the information necessary to
perform correct odometry is not available from the wall hug routine. While not the most
elegant, the robot’s linear motion provides a simple approach to dead reckoning and is
accurate with the given circumstances.
A flowchart of this process is given in Figure 5-2. The code to perform the tasks is
fairly straightforward and split into two parts. The first part controls gathering the data
for the map. The robot gathers sensor data as it travels until the monitor, discussed in
chapter three, halts the motion. The robot checks for a reading from both the right and
front right sensors. If they both have nonzero readings, the robot scans fifteen degrees
clockwise and fifteen degrees counterclockwise gathering more data. The robot then
pivots fifteen degrees counterclockwise and begins the sequence again. Once the robot
has completed the square, as determined by the user, it is stopped and the data is given to
Matlab to allow for processing of the map. .
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Figure 5-2 Flowchart of the C++ code with no Matlab update.

A flowchart of the second process is given in Figure 5-3. The second task involves
correcting the position and updating the map. The robot has a similar sequence of actions
as in gathering the map data. One difference is the robot no longer performs the scan
operation but instead checks its sensors to determine whether it is in a corner. If the robot
determines it is in a corner, it checks its front sensors to see if it is aligned with the wall
in front of it. The robot takes the difference between the two front sensor values and uses
the result to pivot so as to align itself with the wall. Once aligned, the heading angle is
now changed based on the assumption stated earlier. For example, assume the robot
started driving with a heading angle of zero degrees and came to a corner. At the corner
the heading angle estimate was fifteen degrees. After aligning itself with the front wall,
the robot would then reset the heading angle to zero because it is normal to the wall at
ninety degrees.
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Figure 5-3 Flowchart for the C++ code with Matlab update.

With the heading angle fixed the robot pivots in the corner gathering data. This data
is sent to Matlab for processing and the robot waits for an update from Matlab. Once the
update is received the robot updates its current coordinates with the coordinates from
Matlab and restarts the sequence.
The initial map-gathering task is run only once because of the accumulation of errors
in the robot’s position estimate. It would be unwise to use incorrect data for the purpose
of a map. The map update component of the second task generates a more accurate map
because of the position correction. With the position correction and the map update the
robot obtains a good representation of the environment around it.

5.2.2 Matlab
While C++ code was used to control the robot actions, Matlab was used to process
the data from the robot. Matlab processed the data in two major ways. The first
processing is image processing using the morphological operations. This image
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processing removed noise and provided the robot’s first cut map. The second processing
used the generated map. Matlab determined, from the information provided by the robot
combined with the map data, a corrected position. This processing worked cooperatively
with the C++ code to allow the robot to complete the desired task.
The robot traveled around the square gathering data five times. Each time it
completed the square, it was turned off and the program reset. From this data five
separate maps of the square were obtained, shown in Figures 5-4 through 5-8. This is the
original data obtained by the robot and located according to the sensor reading and the
robot’s position estimate. All of the figures resemble a square shape.

Figure 5-4 First map generated by one run through the square.
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Figure 5-5 Second map generated by one run through the square.

Figure 5-6 Third map generated by one run through the square.
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Figure 5-7 Fourth map generated by one run through the square.

Figure 5-8 Fifth map generated by one run through the square.
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To find the best representation of the square, different sequences of morphological
operations were applied to the data with a square 3x3 structuring element. The best
sequence consisted of first closing the image and then thinning it. The square was
thinned with thinning values ranging from one to four. The results of thinning the image
are shown in Figures 5-9 through 5-13. The thinning value that reduced the noise the
most while leaving a good representation of the square was three. Thus, three was the
thinning value used for creating the robot’s map.

Figure 5-9 Results of thinning operation the first map.
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Figure 5-10 Results of thinning operation the second map.

Figure 5-11 Results of thinning operation the third map.
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Figure 5-12 Results of thinning operation the fourth map.

Figure 5-13 Results of thinning operation the fifth map.
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Matlab first processed the sensor data obtained from the robot. With this data, and
the position estimate, Matlab built the map. This map was then filtered using the
morphological operations described in chapter four. After the map data was filtered to
produce the first cut map, confidence values were assigned to the data in it. These
confidence values were all given an arbitrary large value, twenty-one, to aid in the
position correction.
When the robot was waiting for a position correction, Matlab processed the data
given to it by the robot combined with the map data. Using the robot’s coordinates and
heading angle, Matlab generated mock sensors representing the robot’s sensors. The
“beams” of the mock sensors consist of the points where the sensor beam would be.
From this, Matlab calculated the intersection of the beam data and the map. An example
is shown in Figure 5-15 showing the beams generated by Matlab and the robot’s map.
Obtaining the position update requires using the data from the map where the
intersection with the beam occurred and the value of the robot’s sensor reading. Matlab
calculates the location of the robot if it were obtaining the sensor readings it thinks it did.
Matlab gives this location a weight based upon the confidence value of the map point
used to calculate the location. For example, if a map point with a high confidence value
is used to generate the location, the location will be used more than once in calculating
the average location for that sensor. Matlab finds the location of each sensor by
averaging all of the possible locations of that sensor, resulting in three location estimates,
one for each sensor. Matlab then averages these location estimates to obtain an estimate
of the midpoint of the robot. This new position estimate is then sent back to the robot
and Matlab waits for the robot to call for a new position update. A flowchart of this
process is given in Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-14 Flowchart of Matlab code for position correction.
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Figure 5-15 Example of mock sensors at (0.3,0 0.03)

Along with a position estimate, Matlab processed the sensor data and created the
map. The current map and the new map generated by the sensor data from the robot were
taken as two different sets of points. The current map is set O and the new map is set N.
Matlab calculates the intersection of the two data sets and assigns confidence values.

I = I( N , O )

(5.1)

D = I( x ∈ O , x ∉ I )

(5.2)

A = I( x ∈ N , x ∉ I )

(5.3)

From the equations 5.1 through 5.3, data points in I have their confidence values
increased, data points in D have their confidence values decreased, and data points in A
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are given an initial confidence value. This new map was then stored and used in finding
position estimates for the robot.

5.3 Experimental Results
5.3.1 Map with No Matching
In order to show the significance of the position update, the robot was allowed to
travel through the square with no interference in the position estimate. Figure 5-16
shows the map used as reference of the square for this case. This map is the results of the
first run through the square after having a close operation and a thin operation performed
on it. The ideal result is for the robot to travel in the square and estimate it is in the
square numerous times. However, because of the errors in the dead reckoning, the values
of the heading angle will become erroneous and thus lead to bad position estimates. The
robot will think it is driving outside of the square, when, in reality, it is still contained in
the square. This result is shown in Figure 5-17. The blue diamond represents the path
the robot thinks it traveled, the red is the where it found obstacles and the black
represents the original map data. It is easy to see from the figure that the position
estimate of the robot is invalid and the robot has no idea where it really is. This is the
problem that providing a position correction aimed to resolve.
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Figure 5-16 Map used by the robot as the representation of the square.
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Figure 5-17 Results of the experiment with no position correction. The black x’s represent the map
of the environment, the blue diamonds represent the path traveled by the robot as determined by the
odometry, and the red x’s represent where the robot thought and obstacle was.

5.3.2 Map with Matching and Update
To fix the problem with dead reckoning, position corrections were provided to the
robot when it was in a corner. Corners allowed the robot to use a landmark to help locate
itself without providing outside assistance, such as a beacon. The assumption stated
previously was used in this case. That is, it is assumed that the walls are aligned with
divisions of π on a Cartesian coordinate system. The starting map is shown in Figure 516. Figure 5-18 shows the result of the robot traveling through the square with a position
estimate correction. The black star in the map shows there the robot thought it was. The
red star in the map shows the position correction provided by Matlab’s calculations.
Table 5-1 provides the coordinates of where the robot thought it was versus where
Matlab’s calculations determined the robot should be. Figure 5-19 shows the path of the
robot, which is clearly contained in the square. The different colors of the map represent
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the different confidence levels. The colors, from highest confidence to lowest, are black,
blue, green, and red.

Figure 5-18 Results of the experiment with position correction. The black x’s represent data in the
map with very high confidence values, blue x’s represent data in the map with high confidence
values, green x’s represent data in the map with low confidence values. The black stars represent the
position where the robot thought it was and the red stars represent the position update provided by
Matlab.
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Figure 5-19 Path traveled by the robot with position correction. The black x’s represent data in the
map with very high confidence values, blue x’s represent data in the map with high confidence
values, green x’s represent data in the map with low confidence values. The blue diamonds represent
the path traveled by the robot as determined by the odometry.
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Table 5-1 Position estimate from the robot with the corrected position from Matlab.
Update
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Robot Position Estimate Updated Position from Map Data
(x,y) meters
(x,y) meters
(0.3144, 0.0013)
(0.3591, 0.0215)
(0.4217, 0.4094)
(0.3504, 0.3474)
(-0.0186, 0.3804)
(0.018, 0.4198)
(0.0316, 0.0231)
(0.0418, 0.1147)
(0.4951, 0.1487)
(0.4165, 0.1115)
(0.1029, 0.5196)
(0.1150, 0.4629)
(0.0807, 0.0534)
(0.1268, 0.0988)
(0.5651, 0.1309)
(0.4290, 0.1178)
(0.4681, 0.5030)
(0.4629, 0.3697)
(0.1138, 0.4199)
(0.0843, 0.4010)
(0.0647, 0.0028)
(0.0482, 0.0946)
(0.4954, 0.1011)
(0.3821, 0.0909)
(0.5331, 0.4718)
(0.4575, 0.3533)
(0.0862, 0.3819)
(0.0661, 0.3864)
(0.0678, -0.0242)
(0.1009, 0.0728)
(0.5444, 0.0832)
(0.4523, 0.0772)
(0.4932, 0.4996)
(0.4551, 0.3776)
(0.0982, 0.4130)
(0.0749, 0.4167)
(0.1392, 0.0164)
(0.1037, 0.0864)
(0.5380, 0.0640)
(0.4592, 0.0449)
(0.4412, 0.4707)
(0.4156, 0.3268)
(0.0374, 0.3228)
(0.0729, 0.3893)
(0.1084, -0.0059)
(0.0765, 0.0562)

5.4 Discussion of Results
Figure 5-18 clearly shows that the robot is correctly determining when it is in a
corner. It is not apparent how the update is working from just this figure alone. It seems
as though all the black stars are in the corner so the robot does not require any correction.
However, the effect of the correction is apparent when observing the paths calculated by
the dead reckoning for both cases. Comparing Figure 5-19 to Figure 5-17 demonstrates
how the position correction makes a difference in the dead reckoning of the robot. Figure
5-17, the path traveled with no update, shows the path of the robot spiraling and
obviously crossing through what should be a solid wall. However, Figure 5-19, the path
traveled with an update, shows the robot moving in a square and not spiraling. While, in
this case, the robot may cross over objects, it does not do so in a fashion as to where it is
traveling outside of the furthest point on the map. These results illustrate the need for an
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accurate heading angle estimate. In this case the heading angle adjustment was made
possible by the assumption of the angle of the walls. However, this would obviously not
hold true in many environments. Therefore, to keep a correct heading angle and have
more autonomy, a heading angle adjustment is needed. There are two options for the
adjustment; the first is the obvious choice of using a heading angle sensor. The lack of a
heading sensor is a design constraint of many general-purpose robots. In addition to
adding a sensor, the robot could update the heading angle based upon its position and the
data provided by the map. From this the robot could extrapolate the heading angle and
make the necessary correction to the heading angle estimate. The results provided
demonstrate not only the need for an accurate heading angle, or a way to correct it, but
also the usefulness of a map when dealing with an autonomous robot. Because the
generated map is an accurate representation of the environment it can be used again by
the robot, given to another robot to use, or even used by a human to accomplish another
goal.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

The goal of this thesis was to create a autonomous mobile robotic system that could
create a map of its environment and then locate itself. The Garcia robot used for this task
is a fully off the shelf system with only minor modifications and no components designed
specifically for the task of mapping or localization. Morphological operations applied to
the observed data created a useable first cut map for the robot.
The results demonstrate that a map is an important tool for localization. Without
referencing the map, the robot becomes lost and quickly begins to think that it is traveling
in places where it cannot travel. The map allows for corrections that keep the robot’s
position errors from growing too large. Comparing the robot’s paths with and without
the use of the map shows a significant improvement in its position estimate. Clearly,
mapping is an integral part of determining location; the results shown earlier support this
fact.
When dealing with any data from sensors, there is bound to be noise, and filters
reduce the effect of the noise. As discussed in chapter four, morphological operations
provide a useful way to reduce noise in images while keeping the basic shape of the
image intact. Morphological operations make map generation easier with their filtering
capabilities. The binary operations do not allow for as much filtering as grayscale
operations would. However, without even these operations, the robot’s map is much
noisier and has decreased accuracy as evidenced in Figures 5-9 through 5-13.

6.1 Problems with the Robot
The Garcia robot is not free from design and manufacturing flaws; consequently, the
robot required a few minor modifications. The first problem is that the left axle is not
held in place very well. The machined hole for the axle was too large for the bearing,
which allows the axle to move. Because of this, the wheel moves back and forth along
the axle axis and thus changes the wheelbase. The wheelbase is critical in calculating the
robot’s turn angle and subsequent heading angle. Thus, with a changing wheelbase, the
accuracy of the angle is less precise.
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Another major issue with the robot was that the lid would get in the way of the wheel
rotation and cause motion problems. Removing the lid when the robot was in motion
alleviated this problem. Finally, the robot’s sensors could be improved to provide more
reliable readings. However, this would require using different sensors than those
provided. These flaws affected the mapping but did not make the task impossible. All of
the problems demonstrate that there are drawbacks to an off the shelf product.
In addition to the mechanical issues with the robot, there were concerns with the
applicability of mathematical morphology. The theory and ideas of morphological
operations worked well, but implementing them posed a challenge. Obviously, map
updating provides a way to increase the accuracy of the map, but if the morphological
operations are used during the map updating, they will actually decrease its accuracy.
The morphological operations currently used by Matlab do not take the confidence factor
of the data into account. As a result, they may cause erroneous pixels to grow in the
image, thus increasing the noise in the map. Consequently, the current morphological
operations used by Matlab are only suitable in creating a first cut map. Using the
operations during an update would cause a problem, but they may be useful if modified to
take into account the confidence factor associated with the data.

6.2 Future Work
Different areas of the system could be improved to provide a more accurate,
efficient, and robust product. The robot provides a good representation of the
environment around it and locates itself in the environment. Future work to improve the
system includes adding a heading sensor, developing better motion planning, and
developing new morphological operations. All of these would increase the system
performance.
Adding a heading sensor to the robot would greatly increase the accuracy of the map.
The heading sensor would provide a better reference for the heading angle and allow for
more accurate assumptions regarding the angle. Many different heading sensors are
available for robotic applications, but there is a specific compass designed for the Garcia
robot. This compass allows the system to remain composed of parts specific to the
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Garcia platform while providing the robot with a better estimate of the heading angle.
However, a compass will not solve the problem completely, because there is potential for
erroneous compass readings, as mentioned in chapter two, due to power sources and steel
in indoor environments.
Currently, the system’s motion planning is very linear, leading to a reduced
efficiency. A different motion planning scheme would create a product that is both more
efficient and more robust. More specifically, a wall hug operation would enable the robot
to traverse its environment more efficiently. At the current state of the system, the robot
needs more data from its encoders to determine the position estimate when performing a
wall hug. However, the capability to obtain this data is not currently built into the lower
level software. A better motion technique would make the system more suited for
mapping applications in varying environments.
Filtering during the map updating process would massively improve system
performance. The confidence levels assigned to the data provide a means for filtering the
data. However, it seems that the theory behind the morphological operations, in
conjunction with the confidence values, could create useful filters for map updating.
Creation and use of these filters would provide a faster way to obtain a more accurate
representation of the environment.
These ideas for future work are not the only improvements that could be made to the
existing system. An issue with future developments is the importance of keeping the
system strictly off the shelf. If the researcher thinks that having an unmodified system is
highly important, this will limit the available developments. The future work suggested
focuses the most significant problems that, when fixed, will keep the system as close to
its original state as possible. With the larger problems accounted for, the motivation can
shift to fixing the smaller problems and refining the system even further.
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Appendix A C++ Code
This appendix has the C++ files used by the robot to complete the task of mapping.
Presented first are the header files, followed by the function files. The last file,
mapRun.cpp, is the file that is run to have the robot complete the task.

A.1

Header Files

A.1.1 robotActions.h
/* Header file robotActions.h */
#include <stdio.h>
#include "acpGarcia.h"
#include <iostream>
#include <cstdlib>
#include <vector>
#include <fstream>
#include "math.h"
#include "windows.h"
#include <time.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <sstream>
#include <math.h>
#include <cassert>
using namespace std;
void sensors(acpGarcia& garcia,float &rightDistance,float
&leftDistance,
float &fRightSensor,float &fLeftSensor,float
&leftSensor,float &rightSensor);
void setSpeed(acpGarcia& garcia, acpObject* pBehavior, acpValue speed);
void setRange(acpGarcia& garcia, acpObject* pBehavior, acpValue
frontThreshold, acpValue rearThreshold);
void zeroDistances(acpGarcia& garcia, acpValue zero);
void sleep(acpGarcia& garcia,acpObject* pBehavior,acpValue
cornerSleep);
void robotTurn(acpGarcia& garcia, acpObject* pBehavior, acpValue
turnSide, acpValue turnAngle);
void pivot(acpGarcia& garcia, acpObject* pBehavior, acpValue
rotationVal);
void driveStraight(acpGarcia& garcia, acpObject* pBehavior, acpValue
lengthVal);

A.1.2 odofunctions.h
/* Header file odofunctions.h */
#include <stdio.h>
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"acpGarcia.h"
<iostream>
<cstdlib>
<vector>
<fstream>
"math.h"
"windows.h"
<time.h>
<sys/types.h>
<sys/stat.h>
<sstream>
<math.h>
<cassert>

using namespace std;
void leftCoords(float &xLeftSensor, float &yLeftSensor,float
frontOffset, float leftSensor, float midy, float midx, float thetaNew,
bool direction);
void rightCoords(float &xRightSensor, float &yRightSensor, float
frontOffset,float rightSensor, float midy, float midx, float thetaNew,
bool direction);
void fLeftCoords(float &xFLeftSensor, float &yFLeftSensor, float
fLeftSensor, float midy, float midx, float thetaOffset, float thetaNew,
bool direction);
void fRightCoords(float &xFRightSensor, float &yFRightSensor, float
fRightSensor, float midy, float midx, float thetaOffset, float
thetaNew, bool direction);
void coords(float &midx, float &midy, float midxOld, float midyOld,
float midpoint, float thetaNew);
void headAngle(float &theta, float &thetaNew, float rightDistance,
float leftDistance, float wheelbase, float thetaOld,bool clockwise);
void movefix(float &rightDistance, float &leftDistance);
void turnfix(float &rightDistance, float &leftDistance, bool
direction);
void updateOdometry(float &thetaOld, float thetaNew, float &midxOld,
float &midyOld, float midx, float midy,
float &dr, float &dl, float &rightDistance,
float &leftDistance);
void getDistanceAndMidpoint(float &dr,float &dl,float rightDistance,
float leftDistance,float &midpoint);
void directionCheck(float turn, bool clockwise);

A.1.3 filemanip.h
/* Header file filemanip.h */
#include <stdio.h>
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"acpGarcia.h"
<iostream>
<cstdlib>
<vector>
<fstream>
"math.h"
"windows.h"
<time.h>
<sys/types.h>
<sys/stat.h>
<sstream>
<math.h>
<cassert>

using namespace std;

time_t last_modified(char* fname);
void createFile(ofstream& outStream, const char* fname);
void input(ofstream& outStream, const char* fname, int& start,
vector<float>& aList);

A.1.4 mapping.h
/* Header file mapping.h */
#include <stdio.h>
#include "acpGarcia.h"
#include <iostream>
#include <cstdlib>
#include <vector>
#include <fstream>
#include "math.h"
#include "windows.h"
#include <time.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <sstream>
#include <math.h>
#include <cassert>
using namespace std;
void anglefix(float &thetaOld, float &thetaNew, bool aligned);
int diff(float fRightSensor, float fLeftSensor);

A.2

CPP Files

A.2.1 robotActions.cpp
/*
This file has the function definitions for robot actions.
The actions included in this file are:
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- Obtaining the sensor values
- Making the robot sleep
- Making the robot turn
- Making the robot pivot
- Making the robot drive
- Setting the speed of the robot
- Setting the threshold on the sensors
- Zeroing the distance traveled by each wheel
*/
#include "robotActions.h"
/*
Function sensors
Gets the values from the sensors on the robot
*/
void sensors(acpGarcia& garcia,float &rightDistance,float
&leftDistance,
float &fRightSensor,float &fLeftSensor,float
&leftSensor,float &rightSensor)
{
rightDistance = garcia.getValue("distance-left")->getFloatVal();
leftDistance = garcia.getValue("distance-right")->getFloatVal();
fRightSensor = garcia.getValue("front-ranger-right")>getFloatVal();
fLeftSensor = garcia.getValue("front-ranger-left")>getFloatVal();
leftSensor = garcia.getValue("side-ranger-left")->getFloatVal();
rightSensor = garcia.getValue("side-ranger-right")>getFloatVal();
}
/*
Function sleep
Causes the robot to perform a sleep for a specified time
*/
void sleep(acpGarcia& garcia,acpObject* pBehavior,acpValue cornerSleep)
{
pBehavior = garcia.createBehavior("sleep", "wait");
pBehavior->setValue("duration", &cornerSleep);
garcia.queueBehavior(pBehavior);
}
/*
Function robotTurn
Causes the robot to turn the specified angle
*/
void robotTurn(acpGarcia& garcia, acpObject* pBehavior, acpValue
turnSide, acpValue turnAngle)
{
pBehavior = garcia.createBehavior("turn", "wall hug");
pBehavior->setValue("side", &turnSide);
pBehavior->setValue("angle", &turnAngle);
garcia.queueBehavior(pBehavior);
}
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/*
Function pivot
Causes the robot to pivot about its center the specified angle
*/
void pivot(acpGarcia& garcia, acpObject* pBehavior, acpValue
rotationVal)
{
pBehavior = garcia.createBehavior("pivot", "pivot 1");
pBehavior->setValue("angle", &rotationVal);
garcia.queueBehavior(pBehavior);
}
/*
Function driveStraight
Causes the robot to drive straight the specified distance
*/
void driveStraight(acpGarcia& garcia, acpObject* pBehavior, acpValue
lengthVal)
{
pBehavior = garcia.createBehavior("move", "out");
pBehavior->setValue("distance", &lengthVal);
garcia.queueBehavior(pBehavior);
}
/*
Function setSpeed
Sets the speed of the robot
*/
void setSpeed(acpGarcia& garcia, acpObject* pBehavior, acpValue speed)
{
pBehavior = garcia.createBehavior("global", "set speed");
pBehavior->setValue("speed", &speed);
garcia.queueBehavior(pBehavior);
}
/*
Function setRange
Sets the threshold for the monitor
*/
void setRange(acpGarcia& garcia, acpObject* pBehavior, acpValue
frontThreshold, acpValue rearThreshold)
{
pBehavior = garcia.createBehavior("global", "set range");
pBehavior->setValue("front-ranger-threshold", &frontThreshold);
pBehavior->setValue("rear-ranger-threshold", &rearThreshold);
garcia.queueBehavior(pBehavior);
}
/*
Function zeroDistances
Zeros the distance traveled by each of the wheels
*/
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void zeroDistances(acpGarcia& garcia, acpValue zeroed)
{
garcia.setValue("distance-left", &zeroed);
garcia.setValue("distance-right", &zeroed);
}

A.2.2 odofunctions.cpp
/*
This file has the functions used for calculating the position of the
robot and the position of objects found by the sensors. The
functions include:
- Getting the coordinates of an object from the left sensor
- Getting the coordinates of an object from the right sensor
- Getting the coordinates of an object from the front right sensor
- Getting the coordinates of an object from the front left sensor
- Getting the coordinates of the midpoint of the robot
- Getting the heading angle
- Correcting for odometry errors that produce a 0 while moveing
straight
- Correcting for odometry errors that produce a 0 while pivoting
- Updating the odometry to have the newest values
- Getting the distance traveled by each wheel and calculating the
midpoint
- Getting the direction the robot turned
*/
#include "odofunctions.h"
#include "acpGarcia.h"
/*
Function leftCoords
Calculates the coordinates of an object based on the reading
from the left sensor
*/
void leftCoords(float &xLeftSensor, float &yLeftSensor,
float frontOffset,float leftSensor,float midy,
float midx, float thetaNew, bool clockwise)
{
float hLeft;
float thetaLeft;
float hRight;
float offset = (float)1.57079;

hLeft = sqrt( (frontOffset*frontOffset) +
(leftSensor*leftSensor));
thetaLeft = asin((leftSensor/hLeft));
if (leftSensor != 0)
{
xLeftSensor = midx + hLeft*cos(-1*thetaNew + offset);
yLeftSensor = midy + hLeft*sin(-1*thetaNew + offset);
}
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else
{
leftSensor = 0;
xLeftSensor = 0;
yLeftSensor = 0;
}
}
/*
Function rightCoords
Calculates the coordinates of an object based on the reading
from the right sensor
*/
void rightCoords(float &xRightSensor, float &yRightSensor,
float frontOffset, float rightSensor, float
midy,
float midx, float thetaNew, bool clockwise)
{
float hRight;
float thetaRight;
float offset = (float)1.57079;

hRight = sqrt( (frontOffset*frontOffset) +
(rightSensor*rightSensor));
thetaRight = asin((rightSensor/hRight));
if (rightSensor !=0 )
{
xRightSensor = midx + hRight*cos(-1*thetaNew - offset);
yRightSensor = midy + hRight*sin(-1*thetaNew offset);
}
else
{
rightSensor = 0;
xRightSensor = 0;
yRightSensor = 0;
}
}
/*
Function fRightCoords
Calculates the coordinates of an object based on the reading
from the front right sensor
*/
void fRightCoords(float &xFRightSensor, float &yFRightSensor,
float fRightSensor, float midy, float midx,
float thetaOffset, float thetaNew, bool
clockwise)
{
if (fRightSensor != 0)
{
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xFRightSensor = midx + fRightSensor*cos(1*thetaNew
- thetaOffset);
yFRightSensor = midy + fRightSensor*sin(1*thetaNew
- thetaOffset);
}
else
{
fRightSensor = 0;
xFRightSensor = 0;
yFRightSensor = 0;
}
}
/*
Calculates the coordinates of an object based on the reading
from the front left sensor
*/
void fLeftCoords(float &xFLeftSensor, float
float fLeftSensor,
float thetaOffset,
clockwise)
{
if (fLeftSensor != 0)
{
xFLeftSensor = midx
1*thetaNew) + thetaOffset);
yFLeftSensor = midy
1*thetaNew) + thetaOffset);
}
else
{
fLeftSensor = 0;
xFLeftSensor = 0;
yFLeftSensor = 0;
}
}

&yFLeftSensor,
float midy, float midx,
float thetaNew, bool

+ fLeftSensor*cos((+ fLeftSensor*sin((-

/*
Function coords
Calculates the coordinates of the midpoint of the robot
*/
void coords(float &midx, float &midy, float midxOld, float midyOld,
float midpoint, float thetaNew)
{
midx =
midxOld + midpoint*cos(-thetaNew);
midy = midyOld + midpoint*sin(-thetaNew);
}
/*
Function headAngle
Calculates the heading angle of the robot
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*/
void headAngle(float &theta, float &thetaNew, float rightDistance,
float leftDistance, float wheelbase, float
thetaOld,
bool clockwise)
{
float PI = 3.14159f;
if (clockwise == false)
{
theta = (rightDistance - leftDistance)/wheelbase ;
thetaNew = fmod(theta + thetaOld, 2*PI);
}
else
{
theta = (rightDistance - leftDistance)/wheelbase ;
thetaNew = fmod(theta + thetaOld, 2*PI);
}
}
/*
Function movefix
Fixes the zero that sometimes occurs in error from the
encoders.
*/
void movefix(float &rightDistance, float &leftDistance)
{
if (leftDistance == 0 && rightDistance > 0)
leftDistance = rightDistance;
if (leftDistance > 0 && rightDistance == 0 )
rightDistance = leftDistance;
}
/*
Function turnfix
Fixes the zero that sometimes occurs in error from the
encoders.
*/
void turnfix(float &rightDistance, float &leftDistance,
bool clockwise)
{
if (clockwise == false)
{
if (leftDistance < 0.0001 && leftDistance > 0 &&
rightDistance > 0)
leftDistance = -1*rightDistance;
if (leftDistance < 0 && rightDistance < 0.0001 &&
rightDistance > 0)
rightDistance = -1*leftDistance;
}
else
{
if (leftDistance > 0 && rightDistance < 0.0001 &&
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rightDistance > 0)
rightDistance = -1*leftDistance;
if (leftDistance < 0.0001 && leftDistance > 0 &&
rightDistance < 0)
leftDistance = -1*rightDistance;
}
}
/*
Function updateOdometry
Replaces all the old values with the new values for the position
of the robot
*/
void updateOdometry(float &thetaOld, float thetaNew, float &midxOld,
float &midyOld, float midx, float
midy,float &dr,
float &dl, float &rightDistance,
float &leftDistance)
{
thetaOld = thetaNew;
midxOld = midx;
midyOld = midy;
dr = 0;
dl = 0;
rightDistance = 0;
leftDistance = 0;
}
/*
Function getDistanceAndMidpoint
Get the distance traveled by the robot and calcluate the
midpoint of the robot
*/
void getDistanceAndMidpoint(float &dr,float &dl,float rightDistance,
float leftDistance,float
&midpoint)
{
dr = (float)1.0003*(rightDistance - dr);
dl = (float).9997*(leftDistance - dl);
midpoint = (dr + dl)/2;
}
/*
Function directionCheck
Checks to see which way the robot turned
*/
void directionCheck(float turn, bool clockwise)
{
if (turn < 0)
{
clockwise = true;
}
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else
clockwise = false;
}

A.2.3 filemanip.cpp
/*
This file includes the functions used for file manipulation.
It includes both those that write to a file and a function
used to check the status of a file for updating purposes.
The functions included are:
- Checking the timestamp on a file
- Creating a file for use
- Writing values to a file
*/
#include "filemanip.h"
/*
Function last_modified
Gets the time the file was last modified
*/
time_t last_modified(char* fname)
{
struct stat st;
stat(fname,&st);
return st.st_mtime;
}
/*
Function createFile
Creates a file
*/
void createFile(ofstream& outStream, const char* fname)
{
outStream.open(fname);
outStream.close();
}
/*
Function input
Write the data to the specified output file
*/
void input(ofstream& outStream, const char* fname, int& start,
vector<float>& aList)
{
outStream.open(fname, ios::app);
if(outStream.rdstate() == ios::failbit)
outStream.clear(ios::goodbit);
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for(true; start < aList.size(); start++)
outStream << aList[(unsigned int)start] << endl;
outStream.flush();
start = (int)aList.size();
outStream.close();
}

A.2.4 mapping.cpp
/*
This file has the functions used for mapping and more position
correction. The functions included in this file are:
- Fixing the angle based on the assumption of the axis
- Getting the difference between the two front sensors
*/
#include "mapping.h"
/*
Function anglefix
This function fixes the angle based upon the assumption that
the walls of the square are aligned with the Cartesian
coordinate axis.
*/
void anglefix(float &thetaOld, float &thetaNew, bool aligned)
{
float PI = (float)3.14159;
if (aligned == true)
{
if (-thetaNew*(180/PI) < 315 && -thetaNew*(180/PI) < 45)
{
thetaNew = 0;
thetaOld = 0;
}
if (-thetaNew*(180/PI) > 45 && -thetaNew*(180/PI) < 135)
{
thetaNew = -1*(PI/2);
thetaOld = -1*(PI/2);
}
if (-thetaNew*(180/PI) > 135 && -thetaNew*(180/PI) < 225)
{
thetaNew = -1*(PI);
thetaOld = -1*(PI);
}
if (-thetaNew*(180/PI) > 225 && -thetaNew*(180/PI) < 315)
{
thetaNew = -3*(PI/2);
thetaOld = -3*(PI/2);
}

}
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}
/*
Function diff
Calculates the difference between the front sensors.
*/
int diff(float fRightSensor, float fLeftSensor)
{
return ((int)(100*fRightSensor)-(int)(100*fLeftSensor));
}

A.2.5 mapRun.cpp
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"filemanip.h"
"robotActions.h"
"odofunctions.h"
"mapping.h"
"acpGarcia.h"

#define DO_MOVE 1
#define MATLAB 1

using namespace std;
/* main */
int main(
int argc,
char* argv[])
{
aErr
aIOLib
acpGarcia
acpObject*
vector<float>

int

float

err;
ioRef;
garcia;
pBehavior = 0;
aList, lsensor, rsensor, flsensor, frsensor,
position, angle, cright, cfright, cfleft,
cleft, cornerPosition;
lStart = 0, rStart = 0, frStart = 0, flStart =
0, pStart = 0, aStart = 0, rcStart = 0,
frcStart = 0,
flcStart = 0, lcStart = 0, cpStart = 0, i = 0,
check, alignError = 0, fileInfo, fSize, status;
turn = 1/12, dr = 0, dl = 0, midnew = 0,
midpoint = 0, wheelbase = .1825f,PI =
3.14159265359f, thetaNew = 0, rightDistance =
0, leftDistance = 0,thetaOld = 0,
thetaOffset = .4199f, midx = 0, midy = 0,
midxOld = 0, midyOld = 0, frontOffset = .0889f,
leftSensor, rightSensor, fRightSensor,
fLeftSensor, rRightSensor, rLeftSensor,
xLeftSensor = 0, yLeftSensor = 0,
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bool
time_t
struct
ofstream
ifstream
char

hLeft = 0, thetaLeft = 0, xRightSensor = 0,
yRightSensor = 0, xFLeftSensor = 0,
yFLeftSensor = 0, xFRightSensor = 0,
yFRightSensor = 0, hRight = 0,
thetaRight = 0, theta = 0;
clockwise = false, aligned = false, inCorner =
false, cornerOut, noAlign, justOut = false;
time=0, timePrev = 0;
stat buf;
outStream;
inStream;
theNewLine;

aIO_GetLibRef(&ioRef, &err);
createFile(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\lsensor.out");
createFile(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\rsensor.out");
createFile(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\frsensor.out");
createFile(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\flsensor.out");
createFile(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\position.out");
createFile(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\angle.out");
printf("waiting for garcia\n");
while (!garcia.getValue("active")->getBoolVal())
{
printf("still waiting\n");
aIO_MSSleep(ioRef, 100, NULL);
}
#if DO_MOVE
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue

executeCB;
completeCB;
lengthVal((float)(1));
backup(-0.05f);
ccwTurn((float)(3.1459265359 * 1/12));
cwTurn((float)(3.14159265359 * -1/12));
speed(0.05f);
turnSpeed(0.05f);
frontThreshold(.3f);
rearThreshold(0.0f);
rest(10000);
waitLength(0.01f);
zeroed(0.0f);
cornerScanPos((float)(3.14159 * 1/12));
cornerScanNeg((float)(3.14159 * -1/12));
cornerOutPos((float)(3.14159 * 1/6));
cornerOutNed((float)(3.14159 * -1/6));
cornerSleep(200);
hugside((int)3);
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acpValue
acpValue
acpValue
acpValue

hugmode((int)1);
range((float)(0.2));
radjust((float)(-2*(PI/180)));
ladjust((float)(2*(PI/180)));

setSpeed(garcia, pBehavior, turnSpeed);
setRange(garcia, pBehavior, frontThreshold, rearThreshold);
zeroDistances(garcia, zeroed);
while(true)
{
createFile(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\newpos.txt");
printf("queueing a simple triangle\n");
directionCheck(turn,clockwise);
zeroDistances(garcia, zeroed);
sensors(garcia,rightDistance,leftDistance,
fRightSensor,fLeftSensor,leftSensor,rightSensor);
/*
Check if there is an object that would not allow the robot to move
straight.If not, move straight and set the alignment to false.
*/
if (clockwise == false)
{
if (fRightSensor >= .35 || fRightSensor == 0)
{
setSpeed(garcia, pBehavior, speed);
driveStraight(garcia, pBehavior, lengthVal);
aligned = false;
noAlign = false;
justOut = false;
}
}
else
{
if (fLeftSensor >= .35 || fLeftSensor == 0)
{
setSpeed(garcia, pBehavior, speed);
driveStraight(garcia, pBehavior, lengthVal);
aligned
= false;
noAlign = false;
justOut = false;
}
}
/*
Obtain data from the sensors and calculate the position
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of the robot and the objects while the robot is performing
the action
*/
while(!garcia.getValue("idle")->getBoolVal())
{
garcia.handleCallbacks(100);
sensors(garcia,rightDistance,leftDistance,
fRightSensor,fLeftSensor,leftSensor,rightSensor);
movefix(rightDistance,leftDistance);
getDistanceAndMidpoint(dr,dl,rightDistance,leftDistance,
midpoint);
headAngle(theta, thetaNew, rightDistance, leftDistance,
wheelbase, thetaOld, clockwise);
coords(midx, midy, midxOld, midyOld, midpoint, thetaNew);
cout << "X coordinate: " << midx << endl;
cout << "Y coordinate: " << midy << endl;
cout << "Theta: " << thetaNew*(180/PI) << endl;
leftCoords(xLeftSensor,yLeftSensor,frontOffset,leftSensor,
midy,midx,thetaNew,clockwise);
rightCoords(xRightSensor,yRightSensor,frontOffset,
rightSensor,midy,midx,thetaNew,clockwise);
fLeftCoords(xFLeftSensor,yFLeftSensor,fLeftSensor,midy,midx,
thetaOffset,thetaNew, clockwise);
fRightCoords(xFRightSensor,yFRightSensor,fRightSensor,midy,
midx,thetaOffset,thetaNew,clockwise);
lsensor.push_back(xLeftSensor);
lsensor.push_back(yLeftSensor);
input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy
Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\lsensor.out", lStart,
lsensor);
rsensor.push_back(xRightSensor);
rsensor.push_back(yRightSensor);
input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy
Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\rsensor.out", rStart,
rsensor);
frsensor.push_back(xFRightSensor);
frsensor.push_back(yFRightSensor);
input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy
Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\frsensor.out", frStart,
frsensor);
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flsensor.push_back(xFLeftSensor);
flsensor.push_back(yFLeftSensor);
input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy
Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\flsensor.out", flStart,
flsensor);
position.push_back(midx);
position.push_back(midy);
input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy
Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\position.out", pStart,
position);
}
updateOdometry(thetaOld,thetaNew,midxOld,midyOld,midx,midy,dr,dl,
rightDistance,leftDistance);
printf("move\n");
zeroDistances(garcia, zeroed);

sensors(garcia,rightDistance,leftDistance,
fRightSensor,fLeftSensor,leftSensor,rightSensor);
#if MATLAB
sleep(garcia, pBehavior, cornerSleep);
sensors(garcia,rightDistance,leftDistance,
fRightSensor,fLeftSensor,leftSensor,rightSensor);
/*
Check to see if the robot is in a corner.
If it is align with the corner to correct
the angle. Then wait for the update from
Matlab.
*/
if(rightSensor > 0 && fRightSensor > 0)
{
cout << "IN A CORNER" << endl;
sleep(garcia, pBehavior, cornerSleep);
sensors(garcia,rightDistance,leftDistance,
fRightSensor,fLeftSensor,leftSensor,rightSensor);
if(fLeftSensor > 0)
{
cout << "IN A CORNER" << endl;
inCorner = true;
}
else
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{
cout << "NOT IN A CORNER" << endl;
inCorner = false;
}
}
/*
Align with the wall if in a corner
*/
if(inCorner == true)
{
while(aligned == false)
{

sensors(garcia,rightDistance,leftDistance,
fRightSensor,fLeftSensor,leftSensor,rightSensor);
alignError = diff(fRightSensor,fLeftSensor);
cout << "ALIGN ERROR: " << alignError << endl;
if (alignError == 0)
{
cout << "ALIGNED" << endl;
aligned = true;
justOut = true;
anglefix(thetaOld, thetaNew, aligned);
break;
}
if (alignError > 1 && alignError <= 40)
{
setSpeed(garcia, pBehavior, speed);
sleep(garcia, pBehavior, cornerSleep);
pivot(garcia, pBehavior, ladjust);
sensors(garcia,rightDistance,leftDistance,
fRightSensor,fLeftSensor,leftSensor,rightSensor);
alignError = diff(fRightSensor,fLeftSensor);
cout << "ALIGN ERROR: " << alignError << endl;
}
if (alignError > 40 || alignError < -40)
{
noAlign = true;
inCorner = false;
cout << "NOT IN A CORNER" << endl;
break;
}
if (alignError < -1 && alignError >= -50)
{
setSpeed(garcia, pBehavior, speed);
sleep(garcia, pBehavior, cornerSleep);
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pivot(garcia, pBehavior, radjust);
sensors(garcia,rightDistance,leftDistance,
fRightSensor,fLeftSensor,leftSensor,rightSensor);
alignError = diff(fRightSensor,fLeftSensor);
cout << "ALIGN ERROR: " << alignError << endl;
}
if (alignError <= 2 && alignError >= -2)
{
cout << "ALIGNED" << endl;
aligned = true;
justOut = true;
anglefix(thetaOld, thetaNew, aligned);
break;
}
}
}
cout << "Theta: " << thetaNew*(180/PI) << endl;
updateOdometry(thetaOld,thetaNew,midxOld,midyOld,midx,midy,
dr,dl,rightDistance,leftDistance);
zeroDistances(garcia, zeroed);
if (inCorner == true && noAlign == false && aligned == true)
{
setSpeed(garcia, pBehavior, turnSpeed);
pivot(garcia, pBehavior, cornerOutPos);
/*
Obtain data from the sensors and calculate the position
of the robot and the objects while the robot is performing
the action
*/
while(!garcia.getValue("idle")->getBoolVal())
{
sensors(garcia,rightDistance,leftDistance,
fRightSensor,fLeftSensor,leftSensor,rightSensor);
movefix(rightDistance,leftDistance);

getDistanceAndMidpoint(dr,dl,rightDistance,leftDistance,
midpoint);
headAngle(theta, thetaNew, rightDistance,
leftDistance,
wheelbase, thetaOld, clockwise);
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coords(midx, midy, midxOld,midyOld, midpoint,
thetaNew);
cout << "X coordinate: " << midx << endl;
cout << "Y coordinate: " << midy << endl;
cout << "Theta: " << thetaNew*(180/PI) << endl;
leftCoords(xLeftSensor,yLeftSensor,frontOffset,
leftSensor,midy,midx,thetaNew,clockwise);
rightCoords(xRightSensor,yRightSensor,frontOffset,
rightSensor,midy,midx,thetaNew,clockwise);
fLeftCoords(xFLeftSensor,yFLeftSensor,fLeftSensor,midy,
midx,thetaOffset,thetaNew,clockwise);
fRightCoords(xFRightSensor,yFRightSensor,fRightSensor,
midy,midx,thetaOffset,thetaNew,clockwise);
cright.push_back(rightSensor);
cfleft.push_back(fLeftSensor);
cfright.push_back(fRightSensor);
cornerPosition.push_back(midx);
cornerPosition.push_back(midy);
cornerPosition.push_back(thetaNew);

input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\
Jeremy Barry\\Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\
corner.txt",rcStart, cright);
input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\
Jeremy Barry\\Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\
\corner.txt",flcStart, cfleft);
input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\
Jeremy Barry\\Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\
corner.txt",frcStart, cfright);
input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\
Jeremy Barry\\Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\
corner.txt", cpStart, cornerPosition);
}
updateOdometry(thetaOld,thetaNew,midxOld,midyOld,midx,midy,
dr,dl,rightDistance,leftDistance);
zeroDistances(garcia, zeroed);

createFile(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\cornerflag.txt");

cornerOut = true;
inCorner = false;
}
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/*
Check for the timestamp of the update file.
If it hasn't changed wait until Matlab changes
the file.
*/
if(cornerOut == true && justOut == true)
{
fileInfo = stat("C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy Barry\\
Desktop\\robot
data\\ymyu\\newpos.txt",
&buf);
fSize = buf.st_size;
if(fSize == 0)
cout << "Waiting for Matlab..." << endl;
while(fSize == 0)
{
fileInfo = stat("C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy
Barry\\
Desktop\\robot
data\\ymyu\\newpos.txt",
&buf);
fSize = buf.st_size;
}
cout << "changed" << endl;
inStream.open("C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\newpos.txt");
inStream.clear();
/*
Update the position based on the information
from Matlab.
*/
for(;;)
{
inStream >> midxOld;
inStream >> midyOld;
if(inStream.eof()) break;
}
inStream.close();
midx = midxOld;
midy = midyOld;
remove("C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy Barry\\Desktop\\
robot data\\ymyu\\newpos.txt");
cornerOut = false;
}
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#endif

sensors(garcia, rightDistance, leftDistance,
fRightSensor, fLeftSensor, leftSensor, rightSensor);
pivot(garcia, pBehavior, ccwTurn);
/*
Obtain data from the sensors and calculate the position
of the robot and the objects while the robot is performing
the action
*/
while(!garcia.getValue("idle")->getBoolVal())
{
sensors(garcia,rightDistance,leftDistance,
fRightSensor,fLeftSensor,leftSensor,rightSensor);
movefix(rightDistance,leftDistance);
getDistanceAndMidpoint(dr,dl,rightDistance,leftDistance,
midpoint);
headAngle(theta, thetaNew, rightDistance, leftDistance,
wheelbase, thetaOld, clockwise);
coords(midx, midy, midxOld,midyOld, midpoint, thetaNew);

cout << "X coordinate: " << midx << endl;
cout << "Y coordinate: " << midy << endl;
cout << "Theta: " << thetaNew*(180/PI) << endl;
leftCoords(xLeftSensor,yLeftSensor,frontOffset,leftSensor,
midy,midx,thetaNew,clockwise);
rightCoords(xRightSensor,yRightSensor,frontOffset,rightSensor,
midy,midx,thetaNew,clockwise);
fLeftCoords(xFLeftSensor,yFLeftSensor,fLeftSensor,midy,midx,
thetaOffset,thetaNew,clockwise);
fRightCoords(xFRightSensor,yFRightSensor,fRightSensor,midy,
midx,thetaOffset,thetaNew,clockwise);

lsensor.push_back(xLeftSensor);
lsensor.push_back(yLeftSensor);
input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy
Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\lsensor.out",
lStart,lsensor);
rsensor.push_back(xRightSensor);
rsensor.push_back(yRightSensor);
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input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy
Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\rsensor.out", rStart,
rsensor);
frsensor.push_back(xFRightSensor);
frsensor.push_back(yFRightSensor);
input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy
Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\frsensor.out", frStart,
frsensor);

flsensor.push_back(xFLeftSensor);
flsensor.push_back(yFLeftSensor);
input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy
Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\flsensor.out", flStart,
flsensor);
position.push_back(midx);
position.push_back(midy);
input(outStream, "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jeremy
Barry\\
Desktop\\robot data\\ymyu\\position.out", pStart,
position);

}
updateOdometry(thetaOld,thetaNew,midxOld,midyOld,midx,midy,dr,dl,
rightDistance,leftDistance);
zeroDistances(garcia, zeroed);
setSpeed(garcia, pBehavior, turnSpeed);
printf("pivot\n");
}
#endif
printf("done\n");
aIO_ReleaseLibRef(ioRef, &err);
return 0;
} /* main */

Appendix B Matlab Code
B.1

Morphological Operations
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B.1.1 Dilate.m
%function dilate
%perform the morphological operation dilate
function c = dilate(A)
[i j] = size(A);
c = A;
on = 1;
for row = 1
for col = 1
if ((A(row,col+1)==on)|(A(row+1,col)==on)|(A(row+1,col+1)==on))
c(row,col)=on;
end
end
end
for row = 1
for col = 2:j-1
if((A(row,col-1))==on)|(A(row+1,col1)==on)|(A(row+1,col)==on)|(A(row+1,col+1)==on)|(A(row,col+1)==on)
c(row,col)=on;
end
end
end
for row = i
for col = 1
if ((A(row-1,col)==on)|(A(row-1,col+1)==on)|(A(row,col+1)==on))
c(row,col)=on;
end
end
end

for row = i
for col = 2:j-1
if((A(row,col-1))==on)|(A(row-1,col-1)==on)|(A(row1,col)==on)|(A(row-1,col+1)==on)|(A(row,col+1)==on)
c(row,col)=on;
end
end
end
for row = 1
for col=j
if((A(row,col-1)==on)|(A(row+1,col-1)==on)|(A(row+1,col)==on))
c(row,col)=on;
end
end
end
for row = 2:i-1
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for col=j
if((A(row-1,col)==on)|(A(row-1,col-1)==on)|(A(row,col1)==on)|(A(row+1,col-1)==on)|(A(row+1,col)==on))
c(row,col)=on;
end
end
end
for row = 2:i-1
for col=1
if((A(row-1,col)==on)|(A(row1,col+1)==on)|(A(row,col+1)==on)|(A(row+1,col+1)==on)|(A(row+1,col)==on
))
c(row,col)=on;
end
end
end
for row = i
for col =j
if((A(row,col-1)==on)|(A(row-1,col-1)==on)|(A(row-1,col)==on))
c(row,col)=on;
end
end
end
for row = 2:i-1
for col = 2:j-1
if((A(row-1, col-1) == on)|(A(row, col-1) ==on)|(A(row+1, col1) ==on)|(A(row-1, col) ==on)|(A(row+1, col) ==on)|(A(row-1,
col+1)==on)|(A(row, col+1)==on)|(A(row+1, col+1)==on))
c(row, col)=on;
end
end
end

B.1.2 Erode.m
%function erode
%performs the morphological operation erode
function c = erode(A)
[i j] = size(A);
c = A;
on = 1;
for row = 1
for col = 1
if ((A(row,col+1)==on)&(A(row+1,col)==on)&(A(row+1,col+1)==on))
c(row,col)=on;
else
c(row,col)=0;
end
end
end
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for row = 1
for col = 2:j-1
if((A(row,col-1))==on)&(A(row+1,col1)==on)&(A(row+1,col)==on)&(A(row+1,col+1)==on)&(A(row,col+1)==on)
c(row,col)=on;
else
c(row,col)=0;
end
end
end
for row = i
for col = 1
if ((A(row-1,col)==on)&(A(row-1,col+1)==on)&(A(row,col+1)==on))
c(row,col)=on;
else
c(row,col)=0;
end
end
for row = i
for col = 2:j-1
if((A(row,col-1))==on)&(A(row-1,col-1)==on)&(A(row1,col)==on)&(A(row-1,col+1)==on)&(A(row,col+1)==on)
c(row,col)=on;
else
c(row,col)=0;
end
end
end
for row = 1
for col=j
if((A(row,col-1)==on)&(A(row+1,col1)==on)&(A(row+1,col)==on))
c(row,col)=on;
else
c(row,col)=0;
end
end
end
for row = 2:i-1
for col=j
if((A(row-1,col)==on)&(A(row-1,col-1)==on)&(A(row,col1)==on)&(A(row+1,col-1)==on)&(A(row+1,col)==on))
c(row,col)=on;
else
c(row,col)=0;
end
end
end
for row = 2:i-1
for col=1
if((A(row-1,col)==on)&(A(row1,col+1)==on)&(A(row,col+1)==on)&(A(row+1,col+1)==on)&(A(row+1,col)==on
))
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c(row,col)=on;
else
c(row,col)=0;
end
end
end
for row = i
for col =j
if((A(row,col-1)==on)&(A(row-1,col-1)==on)&(A(row1,col)==on))
c(row,col)=on;
else
c(row,col)=0;
end
end
end
for row = 2:i-1
for col = 2:j-1
if((A(row-1, col-1) == on)&(A(row, col-1) ==on)&(A(row+1,
col-1) ==on)&(A(row-1, col) ==on)&(A(row+1, col) ==on)&(A(row-1,
col+1)==on)&(A(row, col+1)==on)&(A(row+1, col+1)==on))
c(row, col)=on;
else
c(row,col) =0;
end
end
end
end

B.1.3 Open.m
%function open
%performs the morphological operation open
function out = open(A)
ero = erode(A);
out = dilate(ero);

B.1.4 Close.m
%function close
%performs the morphological operation close
function out = close(A)
dil = dilate(A);
out = erode(dil);

B.2

Mapping M-Files
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B.2.1 startMapping.m
%starts the process of having matlab interact with the c++ program
%to develop the map, update the robot's position and to update the
%map.
clear
clc
%define the global variables needed
global newMapValues;
global startMap;
global addToMap;
global Map;
global matched;
global matlabxtotal;
global matlabytotal;
global robotxtotal;
global robotytotal;
global noMatch;
clear matlabxtotal;
clear matlabytotal;
clear robotxtotal;
clear robotytotal;
noMatch = 0;
matched = 1;
%call the script to get the starting map
getStartMap
Map = startMap;
%call the script to start the "communication" and updates
mapUpdate

B.2.2 getStartMap.m
%Get the data from the first map
a1 = importdata('E:\old drive\Documents and
Users\Documents\work\run1\rsensor.out');
b1 = importdata('E:\old drive\Documents and
Users\Documents\work\run1\lsensor.out');
c1 = importdata('E:\old drive\Documents and
Users\Documents\work\run1\flsensor.out');
d1 = importdata('E:\old drive\Documents and
Users\Documents\work\run1\frsensor.out');
%Place the data into vectors
for i=2:length(a1)/2
rx(i) = (a1((1 +(i-1)*2)));
ry(i) = (a1((2 +(i-1)*2)));
end
for i=2:length(b1)/2
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Settings\All
Settings\All
Settings\All
Settings\All

lx(i) = (b1((1 +(i-1)*2)));
ly(i) = (b1((2 +(i-1)*2)));
end
for i=2:length(c1)/2
flx(i) = (c1((1 +(i-1)*2)));
fly(i) = (c1((2 +(i-1)*2)));
end
for i=2:length(d1)/2
frx(i) = (d1((1 +(i-1)*2)));
fry(i) = (d1((2 +(i-1)*2)));
end
%Create vectors of the x and y coordinates
right = [ry;rx];
left = [ly;lx];
fright = [fry;frx];
fleft = [fly;flx];
%Remove the floating point
right = round(100*right);
left = round(100*left);
fright = round(100*fright);
fleft = round(100*fleft);
%Create an image from the coordinates
sensorImage = im2coords(right,left,fright,fleft);
%Close the image
start1 = close(sensorImage);
%Thin the image
start2 = thin(start1,3);
%Get the coordinates of the filered image
[xn,yn] = coords2im(start2);
xn = .01*round(100*xn);
yn = .01*round(100*yn);
%Add the confidence levels to the coordinates
startConfidence = zeros(1,length(xn));
startConfidence = startConfidence + 21;
%Create the starting map
startMap = [xn;yn;startConfidence]';

B.2.3 mapUpdate.m
global
global
global
global
global
global

Map;
matched;
matlabxtotal;
matlabytotal;
robotxtotal;
robotytotal;
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%set a flag for if the robot is requesting an updated position
available = 0;
%direction = 1 for counterclockwise, 0 for clockwise
direction = 1;
%remove any "leftover" files in the updates folder
delete '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\corner.txt'
flag = '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\cornerflag.txt';
delete(flag);
%poll the folder to see if the robot has requested and update
while (available ~= 2)
clc
disp('Waiting for update...')
disp(matched)
pause(20)
available = exist('\Documents and Settings\Jeremy
Barry\Desktop\robot data\ymyu\cornerflag.txt', 'file');
end
%get the last value of the robot's angle to be used when the map will
be updated
cornerData = load('\Documents and Settings\Jeremy
Barry\Desktop\robot data\ymyu\corner.txt');
thetaCorner(1) = cornerData(6);

%if the robot has traveled the complete square update the map
if(mod(matched,5) == 0)
%call the script to get the new sensor data
getNewSensors
%call the script to find which sensor points intersect with the
first map
intertest
%update the map
Map = [Map;addToMap];
[lowRows lowCols] = size(Map);
%remove the values who's confidence are not high enough
removeLowWeight
else
Map = Map;
end
[mapRows mapCols] = size(Map);
%plot out the map
figure(1)
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hold on
for i=1:mapRows
if(Map(i,3) > 15)
plot(Map(i,1),Map(i,2),'kx')
elseif(Map(i,3) > 9 & Map(i,3) <= 15)
plot(Map(i,1),Map(i,2),'bx')
elseif(Map(i,3) == 9)
plot(Map(i,1),Map(i,2),'gx')
elseif(Map(i,3) == 6)
plot(Map(i,1),Map(i,2),'rx')
end
end
%get the map coordinates in terms of x, y, and confidence
xn = Map(:,1);
yn = Map(:,2);
confidence = Map(:,3);
clc
disp('Processing update...')
%call the function to get the updated position
updatePosition('\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\corner.txt',xn,yn,confidence,direction);

B.2.4 getNewSensors.m
clear rx ry lx ly frx fry flx fly;
global newMapValues;
global startMap;
global addToMap;
global Map;
%Import the sensor data from the files the robot created
rSensorMap = importdata('\Documents and Settings\Jeremy
Barry\Desktop\robot data\ymyu\rsensor.out');
lSensorMap = importdata('\Documents and Settings\Jeremy
Barry\Desktop\robot data\ymyu\lsensor.out');
flSensorMap = importdata('\Documents and Settings\Jeremy
Barry\Desktop\robot data\ymyu\flsensor.out');
frSensorMap = importdata('\Documents and Settings\Jeremy
Barry\Desktop\robot data\ymyu\frsensor.out');
%Assign the sensor values to vectors
for i=2:length(rSensorMap)/2
rx(i) = (rSensorMap((1 +(i-1)*2)));
ry(i) = (rSensorMap((2 +(i-1)*2)));
end
for i=2:length(lSensorMap)/2
lx(i) = (lSensorMap((1 +(i-1)*2)));
ly(i) = (lSensorMap((2 +(i-1)*2)));
end
for i=2:length(flSensorMap)/2
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flx(i) = (flSensorMap((1 +(i-1)*2)));
fly(i) = (flSensorMap((2 +(i-1)*2)));
end
for i=2:length(frSensorMap)/2
frx(i) = (frSensorMap((1 +(i-1)*2)));
fry(i) = (frSensorMap((2 +(i-1)*2)));
end
%Create coordinates of the objects seen by each sensor
rMap = [ry;rx];
lMap = [ly;lx];
frMap = [fry;frx];
flMap = [fly;flx];
%Remove the floating point
rMap = round(100*rMap);
lMap = round(100*lMap);
frMap = round(100*frMap);
flMap = round(100*flMap);
%Change the coordinates to an image
imageMap = im2coords(rMap,lMap,frMap,flMap);
%Get the coordinates from the created image
[xNewSensors,yNewSensors] = coords2im(imageMap);
xNewSensors = .01*round(100*xNewSensors);
yNewSensors = .01*round(100*yNewSensors);
%Remove the files with sensor information to aviod duplication
delete '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\rsensor.out'
delete '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\lsensor.out'
delete '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\flsensor.out'
delete '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\frsensor.out'
%Recreate the sensor files for the robot to place the data in
diary '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\rsensor.out'
diary off
diary '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\lsensor.out'
diary off
diary '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\flsensor.out'
diary off
diary '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\frsensor.out'
diary off

%Update the confidence values of the new points
newConfidence = zeros(1,length(xNewSensors));
newConfidence = newConfidence + 9;
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%Add the new points to the map
newMapValues = [xNewSensors;yNewSensors;newConfidence]';

B.2.5 interttest.m
global
global
global
global

newMapValues;
startMap;
addToMap;
Map;

oldMap = [Map(:,1),Map(:,2)];
newMap = [newMapValues(:,1),newMapValues(:,2)];
[oldRows oldCols] = size(oldMap);
[newRows newCols] = size(newMap);
diff = abs(oldRows - newRows);
addit = zeros(diff,1);

xappendedNewMap = [newMapValues(:,1);addit];
yappendedNewMap = [newMapValues(:,2);addit];
xappendedNewMap = .01*round(100*xappendedNewMap);
yappendedNewMap = .01*round(100*yappendedNewMap);
appendedNewMap = [xappendedNewMap,yappendedNewMap];
%Find the intersection between the old and new maps
[inter, newValues, oldValues] =
intersect(appendedNewMap,oldMap,'rows');
%Update the confidence values
for i = 1:oldRows
if (ismember(i,oldValues)
Map(i,3) = Map(i,3) +
else
Map(i,3) = Map(i,3) end

based on the intersection
== 1)
3;
3;

end
%Add to the map the values that did not intersect
noGood = 0;
for i = 1:newRows
if(ismember(i,newValues) == 1)
noGood = noGood + 1;
else
if(noGood > 0)
xAddToMap(i-noGood) = newMapValues(i,1);
yAddToMap(i-noGood) = newMapValues(i,2);
cAddToMap(i-noGood) = 9;
else
xAddToMap(i) = newMapValues(i,1);
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yAddToMap(i) = newMapValues(i,2);
cAddToMap(i) = 9;
end
end

end
%New map
addToMap = [xAddToMap;yAddToMap;cAddToMap]';

B.2.6 removeLowWeight.m
global
global
global
global

newMapValues;
startMap;
addToMap;
Map;

%Check for values that have a confidence below 6
%and remove them from the map
noGood = 0;
for i = 1:lowRows
if(Map(i,3) < 6)
noGood = noGood + 1;
else
if(noGood > 0)
xMap(i-noGood) = Map(i,1);
yMap(i-noGood) = Map(i,2);
cMap(i-noGood) = Map(i,3);
else
xMap(i) = Map(i,1);
yMap(i) = Map(i,2);
cMap(i) = Map(i,3);
end
end
end
%Updated map
Map = [xMap;yMap;cMap]';

B.2.7 updatePosition.m
%function updatePosition
%filename is a valid location of the sensor info given from the corner
%xn is the vector of x values of the map
%yn is the vector of y values of the map
%confidence is the vector of confidence values for the map
function updatePosition(filename,xn,yn,confidence,direction)
global matched;
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global
global
global
global
global

matlabxtotal;
matlabytotal;
robotxtotal;
robotytotal;
noMatch;

%clear the variables
clear rxvals;
clear ryvals;
clear vals;
clear newx;
clear newy;
clear points;
%load the data from the file
cornerData = load(filename);
%assign the data to the correct sensor and position vectors
if (direction == 1)
rightSensorCorner(1) = cornerData(1);
elseif (direction == 0)
leftSensorCorner(1) == cornerData(1);
end
frontRightSensorCorner(1) = cornerData(2);
frontLeftSensorCorner(1) = cornerData(3);
xCorner(1) = cornerData(4);
yCorner(1) = cornerData(5);
thetaCorner(1) = cornerData(6);
%assign the data to the correct sensor and position vectors
for i=2:(length(cornerData)/6)
if (direction == 1)
rightSensorCorner(i) = cornerData(1 + ((i-1)*6));
elseif (direction == 0)
leftSensorCorner(i) = cornerData(1 + ((i-1)*6));
end
frontLeftSensorCorner(i) = cornerData(2 + ((i-1)*6));
frontRightSensorCorner(i) = cornerData(3 + ((i-1)*6));
xCorner(i) = cornerData(4 + ((i-1)*6));
yCorner(i) = cornerData(5 + ((i-1)*6));
thetaCorner(i) = -1*cornerData(6 + ((i-1)*6));
end
points = length(xCorner);
%create a mock front right sensor and a "beam"
for i=1:length(xCorner)
r=.01:.01:100;
frxvals(i,:) = xCorner(i) + .01*round(r*cos((thetaCorner(i).4199)));
fryvals(i,:) = yCorner(i) + .01*round(r*sin((thetaCorner(i).4199)));
end
%remove the floating point precision
frxvals = .01*(round(100*frxvals));
fryvals = .01*(round(100*fryvals));
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if (direction == 1)
%create a mock right sensor and a "beam"
for i = 1:length(xCorner)
r=0.01:.01:100;
rxvals(i,:) = xCorner(i) + .01*round(r*cos((thetaCorner(i)
- pi/2)));
ryvals(i,:) = yCorner(i) + .01*round(r*sin((thetaCorner(i)
- pi/2)));
end
%remove the floating point precision
rxvals = .01*(round(100*rxvals));
ryvals = .01*(round(100*ryvals));
end
if (direction == 0)
%create a mock left sensor and a "beam"
for i = 1:length(xCorner)
r=0.01:.01:100;
lxvals(i,:) = xCorner(i) + .01*round(r*cos((thetaCorner(i)
+ pi/2)));
lyvals(i,:) = yCorner(i) + .01*round(r*sin((thetaCorner(i)
+ pi/2)));
end
%remove the floating point precision
lxvals = .01*(round(100*lxvals));
lyvals = .01*(round(100*lyvals));
end
%create a mock front left sensor and a "beam"
for i=1:length(xCorner)
r=.01:.01:100;
flxvals(i,:) = xCorner(i) +
.01*round(r*cos((thetaCorner(i)+.4199)));
flyvals(i,:) = yCorner(i) +
.01*round(r*sin((thetaCorner(i)+.4199)));
end
%remove the floating point precision
flxvals = .01*(round(100*flxvals));
flyvals = .01*(round(100*flyvals));
%call the function to find the "corrected" position as determined by
each sensor
if (direction == 1)
[ex,ey] =
findpoints(points,xn,yn,rxvals,ryvals,rightSensorCorner,thetaCorner,pi/2,confidence);
if (noMatch == 1)
ex = xCorner(1);
ey = yCorner(1);
end
elseif (direction == 0)
[ex3,ey3] =
findpoints(points,xn,yn,lxvals,lyvals,LeftSensorCorner,thetaCorner,pi/2
,confidence);
if (noMatch == 1)
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ex3 = xCorner(1);
ey3 = yCorner(1);
end
end
[ex1,ey1] =
findpoints(points,xn,yn,frxvals,fryvals,frontRightSensorCorner,thetaCor
ner,-.4199,confidence);
[ex2,ey2] =
findpoints(points,xn,yn,flxvals,flyvals,frontLeftSensorCorner,thetaCorn
er,.4199,confidence);
%final the "corrected" x and y positions
if (direction == 1)
finalx = ((ex+ex1+ex2)/3);
finaly = ((ey+ey1+ey2)/3);
elseif (direction == 0)
finalx = ((ex3+ex1+ex2)/3);
finaly = ((ey3+ey1+ey2)/3);
end
%end
%plot the "corrected" position and where the robot thought it was
plot(finalx,finaly,'r*')
plot(xCorner(1),yCorner(1),'k*')
matched = matched + 1;
final = [finalx;finaly];
estimate = [xCorner(1);yCorner(1)];
%save the "corrected position" data to a file for reference
diary '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\checkpos.txt'
disp(final)
diary off
diary '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\estimate.txt'
disp(estimate)
diary off
%save the "corrected position" data to a file for the robot
diary '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\newpos.txt'
disp(final)
diary off
%turn the update flag off by deleting the file
flag = '\Documents and Settings\Jeremy Barry\Desktop\robot
data\ymyu\cornerflag.txt';
delete(flag);

%Return the main update
mapUpdate
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B.2.8 findpoints.m
function [xfinal,yfinal] =
findpoints(points,xn,yn,xvals,yvals,sensorValue,
angleValue,offset,confidence);
global matched;
global matlabxtotal;
global matlabytotal;
global robotxtotal;
global robotytotal;
global noMatch;
%Clear the variables
clear nrxvals;
clear nryvals;
clear addit;
clear testrx;
clear testy;
clear index;
clear start;
clear w;
clear xmatched;
clear ymatched;
clear pointer;
clear seenx;
clear seeny;
index=[];
angleIndex=[];
seenx=[];
seeny=[];
wrows = 0;
count = 1;
oldrows = 0;
noMatch = 0;
%Remove the floating point
y = .01*round(100*(yn));
x = .01*round(100*(xn));
%Establish the needed vectors to check for intersections
for i=1:points
testrx = [xvals(i,:);yvals(i,:)]';
[rows cols] = size(testrx);
[xrows xcols] = size(x);
difference = abs(rows - xrows);
addit = zeros(difference,1);
newx = [x;addit];
newy = [y;addit];
testy = [newx,newy];
[w, ia] = intersect(testy,testrx,'rows');
[wrows, wcols] = size(w);
%Check to make sure there is an intersecting point
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if (wrows ~= 0)
angleIndex = [angleIndex;wrows];
index = [index;ia];
end
end

%Create vectors of all the points that matched
for i=1:sum(angleIndex)
xmatched(i) = testy(index(i),1);
ymatched(i) = testy(index(i),2);
cmatched(i) = confidence(i);
end

%Create the point where the robot should be to
%obtain the coordinate value
pointer = 0;
for i=1:length(angleIndex)
for k = 1:angleIndex(i)
if (sensorValue(i) == 0)
else
if (cmatched(i) >= 12)
scale = 3;
elseif (cmatched(i) == 9)
scale = 2;
elseif (cmatched(i) == 6)
scale = 1;
elseif (cmatched(i) < 6)
scale = 0;
end
for m=1:scale
seenx = [seenx;xmatched(k+pointer) +
sensorValue(i)*cos(pi+(angleValue(i)+offset))];
seeny = [seeny;ymatched(k+pointer) +
sensorValue(i)*sin(pi+(angleValue(i)+offset))];
end
end
end
pointer = pointer +angleIndex(i);
end
%Check for no matches and find the final
%cooridnates of the robot
if (length(seenx) == 0 | length(seeny) == 0)
noMatch = 1;
xfinal = [];
yfinal = [];
else
noMatch = 0;
xfinal = sum(seenx)/length(seenx);
yfinal = sum(seeny)/length(seeny);
end
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